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Social Costs 
of Private Enterprise 

by PROFFESSO K. WiuLAM KAPP 7 
Economists pay too much attmtion to market price and too 
little to value. I t  may be ihat public ownership is the only 
guarantee that social costs of production will be taken into 

proper account 

o c a  costs may arise in different 
s w a y s .  Some clearly have their 
origin in individual industries and can 
he traced to particular productive 
processes and business practices. 
Other social costs arise in the operation 
of the competitive system within a . 
framework of generally accepted 
institutions and government policies. 

I n  some cases, the social costs of 
production. are felt immediately ; in 
other instances the ill effects of private 
production remain hidden for consid- 
erable periods of time, so that the 
injured persons do not become immed- 
iately aware of their losses. Further- 
more, certain social losses affect only 
a limited group, whereas others may be 
felt by all members of society. In- 
deed, the actual damages caused by 
private productive activities may be 
distributed over so many persons that 
any one of them may individually 
sustain only a relatively small'loss. 

.Although aware of his losses, the 
individual may not consider it worth- 
while,to take defensive action against 
the particular industrial concern res- 
ponsible for his losses. In short, 
the term social costs refers to all those 
harmful consequences and damages 
sustained as a result of productive 
processes, and for which private 

course of private production. Such an 
imuairment may take the form of work 

entrepreneurs are not held accountable. 
These social losses may be reflected in 
damages to human health ; they may 
find their expression in the destruction 
or deterioration of property values and 
the premature depletion of natural 
wealth or they may be evidenced in an 
impairment of less tangible values. 

The most generally recognized but 
certainly not the only case of social 
costs is the impairment of the physical 
and mental health of workers in the 

injbries, occupational diseases and the 
manifold negative effects of woman 
and child labour. In its economic 
implications, such impairment of the 
physical and mental health of human 
beings does not differ from the deter- 
ioration of non-human durable factors 
such as machines, buildings, etc. 
And yet, whereas the depreciation of 
the latter tends to be translated into 
money costs by means of depreciation 
charges, the impairment of the human 
factor remains largely unaccounted for 
in private costs under conditions of 
free enterprise. 

If we accept the thesis that the 
human factor of production is subject 
to depreciation by work injuries and 
occupational diseases, it is not difficult 
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to see that labour also entails certain 
fixed costs for its maintenance and 
“production”. Workers and their 
families must eat, they must be clothed 
and sheltered and young penons must 
be provided with the necessary train- 
ing. Whether the labourer is employ- 
ed or not, these costs must be met. 
Otherwise not only the individual but 
our productive system would suffer 
losses in the form of a deterioration of 
our working power. 

These costs,then are overhead costs 
in an even more definite sense than the 
fixed charges on financial debts and 
capital equipment. And yet in the 
absence of an annual wage or salary 
system, the overhead costs of labour 
are translated into variable costs which 
will be paid only as long as the labourer 
is employed. Consequently it be- 
comes possible for the entrepreneur to 
disregard the fixed costs’ of labour 
completely as soon as a decline of 
business sets in. - 

Fixed Cost of Labour 

In  fact, such a decline will be met 
most easily by a dismissal of workers 
-a .procedure which in view of the 
legally fixed charges on most capital 
outlays is not only the easiest hut 
practically the only method of reducing 
costs. Hence, in times of depression 
the fixed costs of labour tend to be 
disregarded and shifted to the labour- 
ers .or to the community. Unem- 
ployment insurance may cover these 
costs partially, but only for a limited 
time. 

Nor is this disregard of the fixed 
costs of labour confined to periods of 
contracting business activity: It is 
.present whenever the ; entrepreneur 
decides..on the,,htroducton of new 
mach+es,replacing lahour and render- 
iing:obsolete ,the.capital equipment of 
-;competitors. The  fiKed,cosE,of others 
are not considered and yet it stands 
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to reason that these fixed charges are 
no less real simply because they tend 
to be borne by others. 

Social costs also arise in the com- 
petitive utilization and exploitation of 
natural resources ; they may find their 
expression either in the gradual des- 
truction of soil fertility, forests, wild- 
life, etc. or in the premature depletion 
of exhaustible energy and mineral 
resources. 

Destruction of Wealth 

The destruction of natural wealth is 
most easily understood in the case of 
wildlife. Here the resource is not 
privately owned and, therefore, tends 
to become a matter of indifference for 
each producer drawing upon it. Even 
if the individual hunter or fisherman 
should desire to maintain the common 
capital asset intact, he cannot be ex- 
pected to do so if cost-price conditions 
make it profitable for hiscompetitorsto 
intensify production to the point where 
their more efficient method of hunting 
and fishing interferes with the normal 
reproduction of the resource. 

The fact that the social losses res- 
ulting from the premature exhaustion 
of valuable resources are borne partly 
by future generdons does not make 
them. less real and less important. 
The fact of the matter is that so far all 
potential new sources of energy and 
substitutes can he produced only at 
considerably higher costs. I t  is true, 
the extent of the social losses resulting 
from the premature exhaustion of 
resources cannot be determined with 
any reasonable degree .of accuracy. 
Above all, i t ,  is impossible to h o w  
definitely how long present ,reserves 
of various na,hral resources, will, last. 
For obviously their !!life expectancy,” 
is dependent upon,such unpredictable 
factors as new ,discoveries of reserves, 
improvementqn. their .recovery and 
use, and the development of substitut6 
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and future demand. for the fact that the competitive 

Furthermore, it is impossible to process tends to exploit the capital 
estimate the economic value which assets by natural wealth at  an accel- 
future generations may attribute to the erated rate with almost complete dis- 
resources which are lost as a result of regard of their depletion. 
the Premature depletion of merves The most characteristic feature of 
by the present generation. Never- the social costs arising in the coune 
theless, this impossibility to predict of agricultural production and forestry 
when the point of complete exhaustion is, the fact that the); go far beyond 
of irreplaceable resources will be the loss of the value of he 
reached and the difficulty to estimate individual site. Whereas the social 
the magnitude of the economic losses losses involved in the destruction of 
sustained by future generations should wildlife and the premature depletion of 
not cloud the. fundamental fact that energy resource are limited to, in 
losses do arise from the Premature a sense measured by, the value of the 
depletion of natural wealth. capital asset which they represent, soil 

depleting methods of cultivation and 

Costly Recovery 

Even before we reach the point of 
complete exhaustion of resources, 
their recovery will become increasingly 
costly. Drilling and mining will have 
to shift to deposits with leaner and 
leaner wntents and will have to he 
undertaken at greater depth and in 
more and more inaccessible regions. 
As a result, future generations will be 
able to secure these resources only at 
increasing costs. In other words, 
they will be able to produce their goods 
and services only at  higher prices- 
at least if their industrial civilization 
should be based upon essentially the 
the same resources and raw materials 
as those upon which our present 
civilization rests. 

In short, the competitive desire to 
maximize profits defeats the social 
objective of making the most 
ecbnomical use of these exhaustible 
resources. It is true, what constitutes 
“the most economical use” of irre- 
placible resources implies always a 
difficult comparison of the potential 
future utilities to be derived from such 
resources and the sacrifices involved 
in fore-going their present use. But 
the difficulty involved in such a 
comparison is no satisfactory excuse 

forest aepletion may have conse- 
quences which exceed in importance 
those involved in the loss of soil 
fertility and forest resources. We 
refer in particular to such damages as 
erosion, floods, the silting of streams 
and reservoirs, the diminution of 
g r o y d  water stores, the pollution of 
rivers, the destruction of irri ation 
schemes, the harmful effects o f dust 
storms and the disappearance of wild 
life. 

It would carry us too far afield to 
trace within the context of this article .. 
the social costs of air and water pollu- 
tion. Suffice it to say that the harm- 
ful consequences of the pollution of the 
atmosphere and the contamination of 
water by various kinds of untreated 
industrial waste materials are reflected 
in the destruction of property values, 
the impairment of human health, 
destruction of plant and animal life 
and the decrease of crop productions. 

Turning to the social costs in the 
field ofdistribution we cannot do more 
than raise the following questions: 
( I )  What price, in terms of higher 
costs, does the community pay for 
the “luxury” of 100,000 retail outlets 
with sales.of less than 30 dollars per 
day ? (2) What are the social costs of 
an annual rate of business failures of 



Other Social Costs 

There are other social costs such as 
certain negative effects of monopol- 
istic practices, the dis-economies of the 
present system of transportation, the 
duplication of research facilities, each 
surrounded by secrecy, the retardation 
of some lines of scientific research 
conducted with a one-sided emphasis 
on immediate prospects of profitable 
application and the neglect of social 
benefits in the utilization of urban 
land and the location of industrial 
production. 

Of course, we may refuse to rec- 
ognize the existence of social cqsts. 
We may act as if entrepreneurial 
outlays are accurate measures of the 
total actual costs of production. But 
we cannot hope to avoid paying for 
these costs in one form or another as 
long as we do not establish a more 
comprehensive system of social cost 
accounting. 

SOCIAL COSTS 5 
from 9.4 to 35.9 per cent. for different In maiy instances, the systematic 
retail trade groups (3) Granted that application and extension of the prin- . 
advertising not only manipulates de- ciple of social insurance could be used 
mand but also increases the con- to translate social costs of production 
sumer's knowledge of existing alter- into insurance premiums and thus into 
natives, the question remains whether monetary entrepreneurial costs. If 
the increasing volume of advertising is properly set up and administered this 
not mainly a manipulative kind re- method would have the further ad- 
flecting steady increase of mono- vantage of providing an incentive for 
polistic elements (such as product the private producer to prevent the 
differentiation) in modem industrial occurrence of social losses and thus to 
society ? (4) How far have the high reduce their magniture. 
and increasing costs of advertising 
and the high costs of distribution 'in 
general had the effect of merely,off- 
setting the increasing produchvity 

desirable that the costs of advertising of production 
should reach 35 per cent. of the costs of I it would be clear that they are deficit 
distribution and 14 per cent. of the net enterprises which owe their existence 

ation by society. I t  ran then be ies ? 
decided whether such subsidies arc 
worthwhile and hence should be con- 
tinued out of public funds. In other 
instances, more specific social controls 
and prohibitions may be required to 
prevent and minimize social costs. I n  
still other cases, it may turn out that a 
complete reorganization ofthe industry 
along the lines of public ownership 
may be the only guarantee for the 
taking into account of the social 
costs of production. 

Whatever practical solution we may 
wish to adopt, however, the phenom- 
ena of social costs ultimately call for a 
comprehensive system of social ccon- 
omic accounting which tak'es intc, 
considerition not only the social 
costs but also the social returns oh 
productive activities-namely thosc 
costs and utilities which so far havc 
remained outside the competitive cnst- 
price calculus. Only hy weighing 
total c6sts and total returns can WL 
hope to appraise in a meaningful 
manner the actual performance and 
efficiency of our economy. 

Social Accounting 
If as' a result, it should 

Of manufaduring ? (') Is it  socially evident that some enterprises 
absorb their total 

Of sales for particular and prosperity in the past to subsidiz- 
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Depends on# Flexibility 
by PROFESSOR W. ARTHUR LEWIS I 

1 

This warning of rigitfity where there ought to be flexibility in the 
British economy is the more forceful in that the author is a 

member of the Labour Party. 

INCE 1947 we have done well. since 1945 the world has been hungry 
SProduction has raced ahead at  an for goods, and any manufacturing 
unprecedented rate. Exports are ex- country could sell anything. But 
panding. We. are even paying our shall we, when this phase is over, be 
way (just). But we are doing this in able to offer the world what it wants ? 
very favourable circumstances. Two There are four danger spots at  
major competitors, Germany and present. Two of them we are work- 
Japan, are prostrate. A third, the ing to remove ; hut the other two 
U.S.A., is showering money all over seem only to grow more dangerous. 
the world and generating an in- First, we must again become the 
flationary boom. Shall we do as well 'country which is foremost in starting 
when the impact of the war has upnewlinesofproduction. Wemust 
passed away ? 'invent new commodities to take the 

Flexibility is clearly the secret of place of the old ones which pass out 
our survival. Britain cannot support of international trade as new coun- 
its .fifty million population, which is tries industrialise. We lost our lead- 
still increasing, except by inter- ership in this sphere to Germany and 
national trade. This means that, to the U.S.A. when we neglected to 
in. competition with larger and more develop industrial research, and con- 
powerful rivals, we must be able to centrated instead on pure science. 
sell to the world what the world wants, Nowadays everyone knows this, and 
at prices that.the world will accept. it is heartening to see the rate of 
What the world wants is changing absorption of scientists into industrial 
all the time,.and unless we can change laboratories. 
our products accordingly we are sunk. 

Now it is perfectly clear that the Who Can Be Hopeful ? - I 
reason for our relative stagnation Everyone knows, secondly, that 
from 1870 to 1939 was that we failed we cannot compete on reasonable 
to keep up with the changing demands terms unless our productivity . 
of international trade. I t  was the . increases at least as fast as that of 
United States and Germany that were other countries. . We are taking up  ' 
pioneering the new trades, while we scientific management. And our I 
clung to the old. It is clear also that trade union movement is beginning 1 
our progress in the last few years is to lose its' restrictive outlook and to I 
no. index to our soundness. Ever learn, from the American movement, j 

I 6 1 
Fmn TI* O b r m .  lauaol, N d  19 .od 25,1950 
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what it can do to advance productive productivity continues to increase at 
efficiency. least as rapidly as that of OUT 

But who can be hopeful of the competitors. 
third necessity, which is labour The first condition for success is 
mobility I We cannot produce the a high level of capital formation. 
right things unless we can shift Industry must be fertilised by new 
labour out of the wrong industries machines and new capital equipment 
into the right ones. Over this vital of all sorts if its productivity is to 
movement we have lost all control, be high, and to continue rising. 
and have no vestige of a plan for Alas, this is a race we are losing. 
retrieving control. This autumn, five The  Economic Commission for 
years after the end of the war, the Europe has published comparative 
Minister of Fuel and Power threatens figures of net investment in industry 
us with a winter coal crisis due to (including fuel and power) for the 
la& of manpower in the mines. Our United States and for European 
labour supply flows its own sweet way. countries. Translated into dollars of 
If in 1960 it is to be found in the pre-war purchasing power, our net 
industries where it is wanted, this investment per head in 1949 was 60 
will be nothing but a most unlikely dollars. The figures for Holland and 
stroke of luck. France were each 100 dollars; for 

Sweden 130 dollars; for Norway 
160 dollars: and for the U.S.A. 
190 dollars (the 1948 figure). 

Is it that the country is consuming 

dulging in riotous living, instead of 
saving for tomorrow N~~ at all. 

as high in as it is anywhere 

for reducing consump~on in ~ ~ i ~ &  
in order to increase investment. 

Unshiftsble Labour 

spot. New commodities and efficient 
production are both highly correlated 

Just as unpromising is the fourth too much of what it produces ; in- 

with the birth and growth of new firms. The  p r o p o ~ o n  of the i,,- 
Our present indusvial giants may be come devoted to capital formation is 

if Years from now are eke, and higher than in most other 
the leading firms in Our economy, countries. No.case could be made 

highly efficient, but heaven help us 

For new ideas you must have new men 
and new firms, and 
system in which the new Cannot rise 
up and challenge the old is doomed. 
But what is the prospect for new firms 
today f 

As things stand now, one can be Where we differ so markedly from 
pretty confident that in twenty years’ other countries is that a smaller part 
time Britain will not be able to supply of our incestment goes into produc- 
the goods which the world will then . tive industry. Into agriculture, in- 
want. Our labour will be unshiftable. diistry and transport we put 56 per 
and our ageing firms will be ossifying cent. of our capital, while the French 
through lack of challenge from new put 77 per cent. of theirs. The  re- 
rivals. maining 44 per cent. we put into 

We shall survive if British industry welfare services and into housing. 
is constantly pioneering’new industrial That is the highest percentage of any 
products ; if our industry is Rexihle country in Europe. 
enough to be able to produce whatever This is partly the outcome of very 
the world may want to buy ; and if our high taxation. The State takes 
2 

’ ’ Britain’8 Weakness 
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from private citizens funds which health of British industry. 
might otherwise be available for in- But, as well as access to new 
vestment in industry, and uses them knowledge, the small firm needs 
instead for capital formation in the access to capital. In  the nineteenth 
welfare sector. Viewed in relation century a new firm expanded by 
to our well-being ten years from now, reinvesting its profits and by attract- 
this hardly seems sensible. ing wealthy backers. T h e  Chancellor 

Even at  present rates of taxation of the Exchequer makes both these 
the results would be very different if means impossible today. T h e  well- 
the proceeds of taxation were made established firm can carry on, and 
available for investment in industry can expand, but not the small 
instead of going so largely to welfare firm. 
services. To some extent they are ; This could be met in two ways. 
capital investment in the nationalised One, which has been suggested from 
industries has been covered by taxa- time to time, is thst the Government 
tion. But there is not yet a channel should pay part of the proceeds of 
for making tax proceeds . available taxation to large public investment 
for investment in private industry. corporations, which would take the 

We reach the same conclusion if place formerly occupied by the wealthy 
we look at another aspect of this private backer. 
matter. We cannot be in the forefront I t  is, however, easier to lend public 
pioneering new commodities and new money to well-established firms than to 
ways of industrial production, unless the new and untried. The  latter - 
we have a ceaseless procession of new expand by reinvesting profits rather 
firms, rising up to challenge the cam- than by outside borrowing. Their 
modities and the ideas of the old. problem might be met in another way: 
Failing that, it will be only a matter by exempting from all taxation profits 
of time before stagnation sets in. reinvested in the same business up to 

We  must organise research in such a a maximum of, say. Ll00,OOO. This 
way that its results become available to measure would give negligible relief 
the small as well as the big. This is to the large firm, but it would make an ' 
why public research institutions, and immense difference to the prospects of 
co-operative industrial research the small firm expanding, and thus to 
associations, are so important for the the health of our economy. 

. 

- 
LEFT WAYS WFTA INFLATION 

Our worst headache is the wst of living. Mast potent cause of high prices is 
that more workers than ever are on jobs that augment capital equipment but 
deliver no consumer goads. To massive capital production we now add huge 
munition output. More inwmes than ever will flow to the shops, with no 
compensating added flow of wnsumer goods. 

The remedy is to peg the prices of all necessities with bigger subsidies, adding 
their wst not to taxation hut to National Debt. To ennure the su-s of a 
big loan at 3b per cent. (that is what money is " worth '* now), guarantee 
interest and repayment of principal aceording to a mt of living sliding scale. 
People would no longer fear to invest lest their savings should melt as rising 
pr im eroded the value of money. Ita 
annual charges would be met from growing output due to the new capital 
equipment. 

I have always avoided 
'' savings '* platforms because I will not advise others to do what I will not do 
mysclf. namely, lend money to the Government knowing well thst, by the m e  
it is =paid. it will be worth less. 

H. N a m  Sm'fh, M.P. ( u w )  Trihw. Dm&r 1. IDJO 

Such B loan would arrest,infmtion. 

But if we arc to have loans, let them be honest ones. 

, .  
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Volume of Bank Deposits 
1.-Principles of Control 

HE volume of bank 'deposits is 
Tgoverned  by the volume of cash 
reserves made available to the' banks 
by the Bank of England, acting on its 
own notion of the the needs of the 
economic situation. It is important 
that the sequence of cause and effcet 
should be clearly understood and that 
the seat of responsiblity in this matter 
should be plainly designated ; and 
we therefore attempt here to describe 
the basic principles and the mechanics 
of control. 

For this purpose we may begin with 
the convenient, if not quite clear-cut, 
distinction between the two elements 
of demand upon the lending resources 
of the banking system, the Govern- 
ment and the " private sector ?. We 
shall treat as falling within the total 
of Government demand all those 
requirements which are met through 
the agency of the Exchequer, including 
the capital borrowings of local author- 
ities. 

The  bulk of the borrowings of 
nationalized undertakings, since they 
lie outside that line of demarcation, 
will be regarded as part of the require- 
ments of the " private sector ". Our 
first task, then, is to consider what are 
the factors which determine the size 
of the two categories of demand, other 
than purely transitory influences such 
as the seasonal irregularity of inflow 
of revenue. 

Government demands, as just de- 
fined, for credit provided from the 
banking system are subject to varia- 

Froa Midlond Bank Mao, 

tion most obviously through the 
relation between current revenue 
and expenditure, whether or not they 
accurately fulfil the estimates given 
in the ordinaly section of the.annual 
budget. 

The  budeet. however. has bv'now - .  
become a primary instrumeh of 
broad economic policy, and according- 
ly account has to be taken of dis- 
bursements from the Exchequer which 
are outside the scope of ordinary 
revenue and expenditure-autgoings 
together with usually small off-setting 
items, commonly described as " below 
the line " by reason of their position 
in tbe regular Exchequer statement. 

Extent of Govt. Requirements 
Thus it comes about that local 

authorities' new capital requirements, 
as well as Government needs for once- 
for-all payments not provided through 
the ordinary vote procedure, such as 
for war da_mage and post-war credits, 
are a11 brought into the total of 
Governments requirements. T h e  
total, then, may vary on account of 
any of these items, which in turn are 
subject to a variety of determining 
factors including the Government's 
own policy as in respect of the national 
investment programme. 

Starting from this aggregate of 
Government requirements, which is 
to some extent controllable on the 
side of outlay and can be officially 
estimated with fair accuracy on the 

D b d m 8  ET-bn, 1950 
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side of receipts, it has next to be the sterling area itself Britain is makimg 
noted that that part of the total heavier payments to other countries 
Government demand which falls on than she is receiving from them. 
the banking system may vary quite Then the central banks or other . 

, independently of fluctuations in the , authorized undertakings in those ster- 
aggregate itself. In other words, ling-area countries will find their 
the proportions in which the total holdings of funds in London growing, 
Government demand is met from the and they will seek to employ the funds 
banking system and from other sources in an income-earning way, ordinarily 1 
are by no means stable. by taking up  Treasury bills in London. I i 

Here again the Government’s demands I 

upon the domestic banking system ’ 
will be.reduced on this account what- 
ever may be happeningto its aggregate 

~ 

Variations in Demand 
Further, variations may take place 

irrespective of Government policy requirements. 
and programmes, and this for reasons 
which are much less amendable to of the Government’s demands on the 
controlor estimation than are the items banking system arise internally. For 
which ap ear in the Exchequer state- example, under conditions of high ! 
ment. I( for instance, the sterling employment the National Insurance j 

area’s reserves of gold and dollars Fund is a steady accumulator of 
are running down under the impact surplus income which the National 
of a deficit on the dollar balance of Debt Commissioners invest, on its 
payments and receipts, then the behalf, in Government securities. 
Exchange Equalization Account-in Ordinarily longer-term securities, with 
the strict sense of the term a “creature” their higher rates of yield, will be 
of the British Government-will be preferred, but the Commissioners , 

accumulating sterling in payment for may for the time being put money 
the gold and dollars it sells in the into short-term Government obliga- 
ordinary course of its business. tions, thus reducing the extent to 

The  sterling will accrue to the which the Government must have 
Account in the form of a credit recourse to the banking system. 
balance at the Bank of England, and As a further illustration, an increase 
it may be assumed that sums in excess in the public’s requirements of cur- 
of a day-to-day working balance will rency for use in every day business ‘ 
be applied by the Account to taking may lead to an increase in the author- , 

up Government securities, more par- ised fiduciary note issue, and this 
ticularly Treasury bills, which may in turn will entail the placing of 
earn an income for the Account. This Government securities in the Issue 
processwill, then, tend to diminishthe Department of the Bank. T h e  ; 
Government’s demand on the banking Government will then need to borrow 
system, even though its aggregate correspondingly less from the banking 
demand on all sources of accommoda- system proper. 
tion might show no diminution or Again, if the public should he, on 
might even be growing in volume. balance, adding t o  deposits in the 
Fluctuations of this kind are beyond savings banks-these deposits being 
the wit of man to foresee with anything in practice reinvested by the National 
approaching the degree of accuracy to Debt Commissioners in Government 
which total Exchequer requirements securities-then the tendency would 
can be estimated and controlled. be, other factorsapart, forthe Govern- 

Again, let us suppose that within ment to need to borrow less fromxhe 

Other factors affecting the size , 

’ 
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commercial banks. 
Finally, if for some reason Govern- 

ment Departments, including the 
National Debt Commissioners, should 
decide to switch more of their funds 
out of short-term, or “floating”, 
debt into longer-term Government 
securities, or vice versa, then the 
the amount of short-term borrowing 
by the Government from the banking 
system would tend on this account to 
be increased or reduced. 

These are among the more import- 
ant causes of fluctuation in the 
Government‘s demand on the banking 
system for short-term acommodation. 
In the “private” sector the causes of 
fluctuation in the demand for credit 
from the banks call for less detailed 
treatment. The  aggregate is subject 
to the regulative influence of Govern- 
ment policy as expressed in communi- 
cations made to the banks at irregular ‘ 
intervals and to the magnitude of 
development activities of nationalized 
undertakings which require temporary 
bank finance pending the arrangement 
of long-term borrowing from the 
public. 

I t  is affected by general business 
conditions and by the state of a 
particular branch of business, by the 
size of stocks of raw materials, work 
in progress and finished goods in 
industrial and trading undertakings, 
by the course of prices and by an 
infinity of special factors such as bad 
harvesting weather in important agri- 
cultural areas in Great Britain, an 
early winter checking the completion 
of building operations, an unforeseen 
change in public taste or a sharp 
reduction in import licenses in a large 
overseas mnrket. 

The  total demand is affected also 
by conditions in the capital market, 
for, while it is not the business of the 
banks to provide standing finance for 
capital purposes, an expanding busi- 
ness which by reason of general 
conditions has to defer the raising of 
2 *  
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new capital from the public will tend 
to seek from its hank a larger provision 
of liquid, working capital so that more 
of its own resources can tie applied 
to its projected capital outlay. 

Again, personal borrowing from 
banks is subject to the influence of 
an endless series of circumstances. 
Only in the most general terms and 
with many qualifications is it possible 
to foresee the trend of private borrow- 
ing from the banks. One further 
factor springs from the existence of 
large amounts of British Government 
securities which are dealt in on the 
stock exchanges. There is a contin- 
uous flow of such securities on to the 
market. 

“Public Departments ” 
If, ‘on balance people are refraining 

from adding to their holdings of 
Government securities or are actually 
reducing them, then either “ public 
departments ’’ will buy them or they 
will be bought by the banking system, 
including in that term the discount 
houses. The  “pu$!ic departments” 
may be able to absorb the securities 
by virtue of the fact that other factors 
are working in such a way as to enlarge 
their total resources ; but if not, then 
any purchases they may ‘make of 
securities coming on to the market 
will force them to reduce their 
holdings of floating debt, whether in 
the form of Treasury bills or of direct 
“ways and. means advances” to the 
Exchequer. 

This will mean (unless the Excheq- 
uer’s total requirements happen to . 
be diminishing at the same time) that 
the Exchequer will have to switch 
more of its demand for shon-term 
credit on to the .banking system. 
Thus a tendency for the public in 
general to reduce its holdings of 
marketable Government securities will 
result in the banking system’s en- 
larging its holdings of Government 
securities, 
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The  net impact of all these factors of its cash holding to its total deposit 

upon the current position of the liabilities ; but when the figures for 
banking system can be traced, in all banks are combined the simple 
broad outline, from the monthly addition of their deposit liabilities 
returns issued by the London clearing leads to some duplication, since in 
banks. Against deposit liabilities each the cour~e  of clearing cheques and 
bank holds in the first place “cash” other debits and credits to customem’ 
in the form of currency and balances accounts there are always substantial, 
with the Bank of England, to an transient amounts owing among the 
amount which is kept in regular banks themselves. Hence the item 
minimum proportion-a little over in the individual bank statements 
eight per cent.-to deposits. For the specifically comprising such amounts 
rest, the assets commonly described is deducted from the simple aggregate 
as short money, bills, Treasury deposits in arriving at the figures for 
deposit receipts and investments can deposits in the table below. 
be added together to represent broadly There is seldom any sizeable 
the total finance provided for the deviation, over periods such as those 
Exchequer. covered in the table, between the 

fluctuations of gross and net deposit 
totals; nevertheless it should be 
understood that “ cash control ”, Short Money 

Most of the short money consists whether for an individual bank or-in 
of loans to discount houses enabling the manner to be. explained-for the 
them to carry bills and perhaps a banks as a whole, operates through 
small amount of shortly maturing the ratio between cash and gross 
Government bonds, and the bill deposits. 
holdings of these houses consist in 
overwhelming proportion of Treasury 

the bank themselves. Treasury de- 
posit receipts comprise direct lending 

holdings of investments consist almost Year Net 
wholly of marketable British Govern- to d e  Invest- 
ment secutities. The  remaining large March posits Other Total Ad- 

vances 
asset, advances, consists of accom- 1946 ,,, +269 +93 +63 +159 +8z 
modation granted to the “private 1947 ... +787 +209 +433 +642 +I73 
sector,” including nationalized under- 1948 .._ +227 +31 -81 -50 +270 
takings. 1949 ... 4-12 +lO -118 -108 +122 

With these definitions in mind 1950 ... -33 +7 -225 -218 +173 
the essential figures, set out below, 
illustrate the course.of affairs over the I n  the first two years the Exchequer 
past five years. For each year to accounts showed heavy “overall” de- 
March-the Government’s accounting ficits, and, although large parts thereof 
year-the fluctuations are given in the were covered by private saving, espec- 
significant totals : but it should be ially in the earlier year, the banking 
noted that for the purpose of the system provided a substantial share 
table the deposits have been computed of the required finance. In the 
on a “net” basis. second year more particularly the 

In observing the basic cash ratio hanks were absorbing marketable 
each bank calculates the percentage Government securities, which the 

, 

‘ 

mum,,~oNs IN BANi( LIABILIT- 
IESANDASSETS bills, just as do the bill holdings of 

to the Exchequer, while the banks’ 
’ (in E millions) 

Net -“Public sector” 
essets - - 
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public were reluctant to hold at the the banks were still buying more 
lower interest rates arrived at under marketable Governmentsecurities, and 
pressure of Government policy ; but  private demands for credit were 
a t  the same time the Government growing more rapidly than before. 
heavily increased its borrowings from Hence deposits continued to expand, 
the banks of the flexible, short term though at a reduced rate. 
kinds. T h e  records of the fourth year are 

Meanwhile private demands for simpler; a large overall surplus on the 
bank credit were growing, so that ExchequeraccountenabledtheGovem- 
on both accounts, Government and ment to reduce its demands on the 
private,an expansive trend was notice- hanks, and this reduction was closely 
able in deposits. In  the third year offset by a further increase in private 
the total Exchequer account was demands. After some adjustments 
rougly in balance; there was, however, for"  nominal " items in the Exchequer 
a very heavy deficit on  the country's account, much the same statement is 
balance of international payments and true for the fifth year, and over both 
receipts, and this made a great deal of of the last two periods the total of 
sterling available for lending to the.  hank deposits was practically unchang- 
Government ; hence the Government ed, the variation of L33 millions shown 
could get along with less borrowing for the year to March1950 being on an 
from the banks. On balance, however, aggregate of L5,750 millions. 

Fwthn rxrrortr/rom this Artid. dl br DublirM i u ~ l  moth. Thry wiU drd m'lh 
'I Horn Ihr Syrfrrn Works." 

THE ROOT OF THE M A m R  
By David Goldblatl 

Divines and dons hit the headlines with their constant plaint thatthis generation 
is too much given over to materialism. Few, if any, are prepared to bring 
Listeners and readers up against the fence bymaking them realize that the word 
an everyone's lips-economics, now exalted into a science-ia, in truth, little 
more than a language of a series of symbols. designed to help us to understand, 
and, perhaps, to wrestle with, political problans. The basic factor in our live8 
is not really how much we c m  improve our standnrd of living but how, first 
of all. we can hegin to live together without mrmw, conflict and torment. It is 
when we have learned to digest thoroughly that lesson that we are entitled to 
move forward into the mathematics of satisfying our material desires. and we will 
never satisfy the second, until we realise that the first is a problem without 
end. It may be trite to say that the price of freedom is eternal vigilance, but it 
iS even truer that it is trite, and until we ensure that we never cease in our vigil- 
ance then all the graphs of increased production wall be dead-aca fruit and avail 
us not at all. In such a context, we merely pile up to destroy. both in human 
life and in human wants. 
Customs unions are the anodynes of the craven, in B world given over to 
regulation : the cloak and mask of the failure of planners. Mankind will not 
bring itself back to vigour and health in that way. W e  must grasp the nettle 
of open competition and the free flow of ideas, of human beings and of goods. 
Finally, we must return to the standards of conduct and of values that are 
mmsanct against any earthly authority. It is the only way. 

From Thr F w  T r d n .  Ladol. Derrmhr 1950 

' 

It is hard B way. 



Verdict of India 

Commonwealth Plan for 
S.E. Asia Inadequate 

THE Commonwealth report on aid to 

hopes “will crystallise ideas for a 
great dollar development programme 
to start 1951” has not unnaturally hit 
the headlines. But, we have already 
gone beyond, and possibly far beyond, 
the Commonwealth plan. That plan 
was not what it has been descnbed- 
“a plan for Asia and South-East Asia”. 
I t  was merely a string of national 
proposals with no integration and no 
pattern of mutual co-operation and 
trade development. I t  would appear 
that what is now contemplated is 
something that will think in regional, as 
well as in national terms. 

South East Asia which London, 

What’s Happening Now 
As soon as this is stated, it is clear 

that the Commonwealth is not large 
enough nor sufficiently equipped for 
the task. Indo-China, Thailand, Ind- 
onesia and Burma an already working 
more with the’united States than with 
the Commonwealth, just as India, 
Pakistan, Ceylon and Malaya are far 
more in association with the latter. 
There is no point, therefore, in treat- 
ing South-East Asia as a Common- 
wealth preserve. Local governments 
are formulating plans with E.C.A. 

’ assistance in Indo-China, Thailand, 
Indonesia and Burma. 

Preliminary aid has already been 
given io all these countries, to the 

.’ cxtcnt of about 45,000,000 dollars 

plus the U.S. Export-Import Bank 
one hundred million dollars to Ind- 
onesia and 25 million dollars to 
Thailand. In all these cases the 
difficulty it to find schemes on which 
existing allocations can be effectively 
spent. The  hindrance to aid to 
South-East Asia is no longer to be 
found in American lack of will or 
even of funds. 

That seems to present a revolution 
of thought which is almost the same in 
character, though of quite different 
dimensions, from that which brought 
E.C.A. into being. And the change 
in American thinking is still far 
from recognised in this or, indeed, 
in many countries in South-East 
Asia. American assistance plans in 
the East have moved in the last four 
months from academic exercises in 
estimating rates of economic progress 
to concrete programmes to assist, 
wherever possible, to atop deoline in 
standards of living. 

I t  is not a little thing that the debate 
will no longer be concerned with nice 
calculations of the rate of economic 
advance which will generate a stip- 
ulated rate ofeconomic progress. The  
emphasis is on specific schemes, short 
or long-period as the case may be, 
which national Governments may, 
after due consideration, choose from 
the multitude of paper accumulations 
often described as plans for post-war 
reconstruction. There must be prun- 
ing, and possibly even a little uncom- 

From UU B a M n  ELolanitr. Nm Ihui. Naudur 24,1950 14 
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fortable dissection. But, by and large, 
it is likely that what is good in pres- 
entation will receive the same co- 
operation which was the spirit behind 
the Marshall Plan. 

That, again as far as we can read 
, current thought, is a highly acceptable 

platform on which to build a new 
pattern of East-West relations. I t  
is also, and this is not less important 
because it is only a part of the whole, 
a new basis for Indo-American rel- 
ations. It must be clear that the 
basis of a plan of aid to South-East 
Asia must be aid to the country which 
alone of all the countries here is in a 
position to supply industrial needs ; 
this condition means that far the great- 
er portion of aid which can be assim- 
ilated will come to India. 

Meeting ;Individual Needs 
Predominantly agricultural count- 

ries are likely to he assisted more by 
consumption goods than by capital 
equipment which is not the only 
missing component in these areas. 
The  general practice of distributing 
aid on the basis of about half in actual 
consumptiongoods is, therefore, sound 
practice. In India, apart from food 
(where the need continues large) 
possibly the emphasis will be more on 
raw cotton and on steel,-industrial 
raw materials which would help us 
in turn to help the South-East 
Asian world. 

A welcome development in  these 
problems is the increasing willing- 
nesi  of Western nations to relate any 
aid which they may grant to the res- 
idual needs of the recipient countries, 
gnd not to selected and isolated pro- 
arammes of development. There is 
ohviously some difficulty in keeping 
track of isolated expenditure of this 
kind, hut it was not always appreciated, 
and there has been some criticism in 
consequence of the lending policy of . the potential creditors. 

ALTH PLAN 1: 

This criticism, however, has now 
been substantially met, for the World 
Bank is to liberalise the conditions on 
which it will lend, and the Gray 
Report in the United States has re- 
commended both that the loans 
granted by the State Department 
should be expendable throughout the 
world, and that the United States 
should be ready, in case of need, to 
finance the local costs of any plan. ’ 

What is important now is that we 
should think precisely, and without 
too much verbiage, of our essential 
needs. Fortunately the last four 
months have been fruitful in this, as  
well as in other things. Our major 
short-period requirement is food. 
We shall need to build a reserve of 
at least one million tons and this 
should be a first step in any aid pro- 
gramme. We shall probably need 
for some two years about five lakhs 
of hales of imported raw cotton to 
maintain full production ; the United 
States could well be invited to fill 
a gap which the six-year plan has in 
part already indicated. 

Before Expansion 
Import of something between 500,- 

000 and a million tons of steel may be 
needed before the expansion plans in 
‘rata and Scob come into operation 
and a new steel mill, which has been 
talked about more than is good, comes 
into being. In effect something he- 
tween one hundred and onc hundred 
and fifty million dollars of aid may have 
to be concentrated on fwd  and indust- 
rial raw materials. 

Indian opinion has not often 
thought in these terms, its preference 
being for long-range schemes symbol- 
ised by the multi-purpose projects. 
There is, of course, another half of 
an aid programme which can he 
utilised for these purposes, hut not 3 
little correction to official long-sighted- 
ness in this matter is required. Ex- 
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treme concentration on the short- done in a matter of weeks rather than 
period is rightly condemned as econ- months-a healthy allocation between 
omic myopia, but the fact that we have short-period and long-period schemes 
a long-period plan and no short- will need to be found. And the pre- 
period policy is a’greater sin for a sentation of plans for aid will need to 
Governmentwhich livesin the present. be far more on the lines of E.C.A. 

If a plan for economic aid is to be studies than on the vague and some- 
prepared in time-and there are what spacious generalisations of the 
indications that this will need to be Commonwealth plan 

Columbo Plan Outline 
T”” realistic programmes prepared 

by the Commonwealth Govern- 
ments in South and South-East Asia 
involve expenditure of E1,868 million. 

More than two-thirds of this is 
for India, rather over one-seventh 
for Pakistan. T h e  remainder is 
divided about equally between Cey- 
lon and the British-administered 
territories in the area (Malaya and 
British Borneo). Of the total, 34 
per cent is for transport and commun- 
ications ; 32 per cent. for agriculture 
(including river valley development 
schemes); 18 per cent. for housing, 
health and edyation ; I O  per cent. 
for industry and mining (excluding 
coal) ; and 6 per cent. for fuel and 
power. 

Some of the results expected are : 
An increase of 13 million acres 

(34 percent.) in land undercultivation; 
an increase of 13 million acres (17 
per cent.) in land under irrigation ; 
an increase of 6 million tons (10 per 
cent.) in food-grain production : an 
increase of 1.1 million kWs (67 per 
cent.) in electric eeneratine caoacitv. 

beyond what they will be able to pay 
for out of their own esports. T h e  
main ways in which they could meet 
the cost of these imports are:- 

(1) From their sterling balances, 
their main source of external finance 
since the war. India, Pakistan and 
Ceylon expect to draw further on these 
funds to a total of E246 million over 
the next six years. 

(2) From private investment. 
The  opportunities for private enter- 
prise should increase as the devel- 
opment programmes get under way. 

(3) From loans by private in- 
vestors, floated in London and other 
important financial centres, to Gov- 
ernments in the area. In the case 
of the London market there are more 
demands for loans for some years 
ahead than there are likely to be re- 
sources available, but there should be 
some scope for raising funds in private 
capital markets elsewhere. 

(4) From loans from the Inter- 
national Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development which has already lent 

Y L .  I 62.5 million dollars to India for part- 
( taki in  6pt) icular development projects. 

From gifts and loans from other 
Commonwealth countries in the area Governments. The  Commonwealth 
reckon that to carry out the programme Governments outside the area will 
they will need to import over the next give what help they can, but the task 
six years approximately E1084 mil- is clearly too big for them to tackle 
lion worth of goods and services alone. 

v 

As regards their capital needs, the (5) 

Fron Nn. H-on in tbe E&, H.M.S.O. Londa*, Nwanb” 28, 1950. 
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Gray Report 'on U.S. Foreign 
Economic Policies 

Recommendat ions  

HE report states that, from an 
Teconomic standpoint, the problems 
everywhere involve the most effective 
use of available resources to support 
adequate military security, to in- 
crease output, to obtain the needed 
distribution of output, and to develop 
an international trading and financial 
pattern which can efficiently Bewe 
these goals. 

In  Western Europe, the recent 
difficulties of finding export markets 
have been superseded by the problem 
of producing sufficient goods and 
services to meet the new military 
requirements and minimum needs, 
including the exports necessary for 
self-support. 

In most of th6 underdeveloped 
countries, economic stagnation, pol- 
itical unrest, and extreme poverty 
represent a growing threat to the rest 
of the free world, while adequate eco- 
nomic development is generally be- 
yond their internal capabilities. The 
problems of both areas are related 
through the necessity of increasing 
raw material production for European 
defence. New capital should flow 
into the raw material producing 
countries to increase production. 

There are also serious price and 
distribution problems that have to be 
met before the increased capacity for 
producing primary commodities can 
become effective. For many com- 
modities rapid price increases cannot 
appreciably increase supplies, but can 
sewe only to reinforce dangerous in- 
flationary pressures. At the same integrate the European economic effok 
time, a system of unobstructed inter- The United States should continue to ' 
h ~ : : ~ t h # ~ ~ : ~ F ~ a ~ E - - i ~ P d w u  W& Nmm.b10,19SO&d 17 
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national trade and investment that can 
maximize output has to be developed. 

Major adjustments are needed in 
some US. national policies. A freer 
flow of imports would be of general 
benefit, and the administration of 
domestic price, allocation, and export 
controls must take foreign programmes 
into account. 

(1) Aid to Westem Europe and 
Jupan. By the middle of 1950, the 
output of most Western European 
countries and of Japan was rapidly 
becoming sufficient to make unnec- . 
essary net additions to their own re- 
sources from outside aid. Now, how- 
ever, the urgent need for rapidly 
creating defensive strength in Western 
Europe requires that the end of US. 
economic assistance be postponed. 

The United States should be pre- 
pared to continue aid apart from 
military equipment, for another three 
or four,years. The amount needed' 
will depend upon the re-armament 
effort undertaken by individual count- 
ries and its total impact on their 
economies, these factors being worked 
out primarily through the.  planning 
agencies of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. 

I t  should be administered so as to 
contribute to the fullest possible use 
of European resources, to encourage 
intra-European trade. ' and to helr, 
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support the developmentofan effective so that borrowers may buy 'goods 
intra-European payments mechanism. wherever they are cheapest and other 

In view of the special importance of industrial countries will have an 
sterling in world trade, the needed opportunity to expand exports and 
increase in British military expendit- dollar earnings if they are sufficiently 
ures should be achieved by means that competitive. 
avoid seriously worsening the external Where development and technical 
position of the United Kingdom. assistance cannot be financed soundly 

In  Japan, current developments by loans, grants may he appropriate. 
have improved the dollar reserves and Such grants might provide up to 500 
balance of payments position. If million dollars a year for several years, 
these favourable trends continue, Jap- apart from emergency requirements 
an may be self-supporting by fiscal arising from military action. 
1952, although living standards will (3) Procurement and export ofgooh 
remain below the pre-war level. If in short supply. Re-armament pro- 
Japan should be unable to increase grammes in the United States and 
production for export, however, it abroad greatly increase requirements 
may need external aid. for minerals and other raw materials. 

An unchecked scramble for supplies 
and the resulting impact on prices 
would adversely affect the balance of 

'payments of many Western European 
countries and Japan, and would intrc- 
duce an element of instability into the 
economies of exporting countries. 

In  addition to U.S. domestic 
measures, there should be international 
collaboration in guiding supplies of 
scarce materials so as best to contribute 
to the common defence. Efforts 
should be increased to expand the 
output of scarce materials through 
the provision of capital funds and 
equipment,and also through long-term 
contracts. 

No Discrimination 
(4) Promotion of US. internatiaal 

trade and financial objectives. The  
ultimate goal of world peace requires 
that world trade and capital investment 
be encouraged as a basis for rising 
standards of living and sound self- 
supporting economies. The  United 
Statesshould continue to work throueh 

Value of Private Investment 

' 

( 2 )  Un&developed areas. The 
process of stimulating development in. 
underdeveloped areas is slower and 
more complicated than that of assisting 
recovery in developed countries, and 
there are limits to the capacity of 
under-developed countries to absorb 
.capital. 

Private investment should be con- 
sidered the most desirable means of 
providing capital, including technical 
and administrative skills. Treaties 
should be negotiated and govern- 
ment guarantees given against the 
risks of non-convertibility and expro- 
priation. 

In the meantime, heavy reliance on 
public lending will be essential for 
rapid development. The combined 
efforts of the International Bank and 
the Export-Import Bank should pro- 
vide effective technical assistance and a 
net outflow of capital of 600 million 
dollars to 800 million dollars a year, 
of which half or more should he 
supplied by the International Bank existing international organizations i%r 
from sources other than the U.S. the elimination of discriminatory trade 
Treasury. and exchange practices. 
US. loans also should be permitted The' eventual desirability of stabi- 

to be spent outside the United States, ilization credits to assist convertibility 
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of currencies, notably sterling, ' for 
current account should be considered. 
But such credits should not be granted 
until all requiiements for convert- 
ibility, with the exception of adequate 
reserves, have been met. Neither 
should they be extended unless con- 
vertibility will be accompanied by a 
reduction of trade discrimination. 

Further general reductions in the 
U S .  tariff should be sought under the 
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, 
and unnecessary regulatory customs 
barriers should be reduced. Legis- 
lation which requires that government 
procurement discriminate against im- 
imported goods should be .repealed. 
The  agricultural price support system 
and the methods of surplus disposal 
should be modified in ways helpful to 
foreign relations. 

T h e  use of government subsidies 
and other protective measures for the 
shipping industry should be limited to 
the amount necessary to maintain 
operation of shipping facilities essential 
to national security. 

(5) Administration of foreign 
economic programmes. U S .  aid must 
now be channelled to those areas and 
for those purposes where reasonable 
performance in the polital and econ- 
omic fields can be achieved. Per- 
formance standards will frequently 
have to be related to broad internal 
measures and policies, such as control 

-* 

The Report to the President on 
Foreign Economic Policies prepared 
by Mr. Gordon Gray, is a realistic 
statement of what is required of 
America in helping to build up 
economic conditions in order to foster 
the growth of democratic societies. 
The end in oiew is the peace of the 
world. The report is not a blue- 
print, but it is  bound to rank as a 
classic document, and to be referred 
to for many years to come. 
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of inflation, and grants and loans 
should be made conditional upon their 
achievement. 

I t  is important to develop a co- 
operative and multilateral approach to 
foreign programmes, notably through 
the United Nations and associated or- 
ganizations. The  Executive Branch 
of the U.S. Government needs a 
unified organization to cope with the 
complexitiespf loans, grants, technical 
assistance, production and procure- 
ment abroad of raw materials for 
defence, and measures to influence the 
international flow of goods. The  
machinery for co-ordinating operations 
in the foreign economic field with over- 
all foreign policy should also be 
improved. 

U.K. CAFTTAL-OUTLOOK ALARMING 
Large private investors in the United Kingdom, once the main source of risk- 
bearing capital, are reported to be Liquidating their pnat holdings. It is believed 
that the amount of new personal savings coming on to the stock market in 1949 
w89 less than the E250 million takenout to pay death dutiesand taxes on capital. 
A composite balance sheet of 2,550 companies shows that they increased the value 
of their own fixed capital by E210 million in 1948-49 ; but they kn down 
their holdings of gilt-edged investments by E82 million, borrowed E37 million 
more from the banks and increased the value of their issued capital by E123 
million. The only sectors of the private economy that still have new investible 
funds are the insurance companies and the banks whose inveatment policy 
is heavily biased against risk-bearing investment. It has been suggested that 
the liquid funds seeumulated during the war are practically exhausted and 
that the picture of the capital market that merges may properlybe described as 
alarming. 

Thr W&, Lmdm, ol iobo ,  '950 



U How Development 
Increases Income, 

by PROFESSOR SEYMOUR HARRIS 

Showing that much plans as Truman's Point 4 and the British 
Commonwealth Pkm for South-East Asia, are well conceived . 

economikaliy 

TABLE 1 NCOMES rise with industrialization. I Many studies have made this clear, 
and notably those by the League of 
Nations, L. Bean, and Colin Clark. 
Dr. Bean has shown that.on the basis 

opd of current association of income and I. ~ ~ ~ . ~ i i f . ~ n w m e  :.. 8161 81% 841 
percentages of working population 
in agriculture, a reduction of the per- 

~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ 

63 52. 40. 
2. yctin Life Of OL E m t i o n  Binh of 

3. T u b d d D a t h R i i t i  
per  IW.000 POP". 

centage in agriculture from 60 to 40 Iallon) . . . . . .  M 143 331 

rise of world income from 150 billion C. ib Food Supply 
&r& ... 3,0402,760 2,150 dollars to250 billion dollars and for the , Daily underdeveloped area from 70 dollars 7, FaW. ( h c c )  Duly G ~ ~ )  1:: ,,o 1.6 0.9 z,3 0.3 

per cent. the world over would yield a :: ~s,',"'. Ig;ype;.. 5 20 78 

per capita income in, 1925-34 to 190. 
T h e  relation of degree of development 

' and well-being is suggested by Table 9, Ensw (Pounds) Co-ed ... p; 

6. A,,& 

S. Net. AmuJ caruump. 
fmn Pu H u d  of 
Conon Wool, h y r m  

I. Day (Honmowu per 

18.63 7.51 4.00 

As a result of this industrialization I ~ ~ A E ~ )  &&en;" 26.6 '.' ' 

Per W a k u  (Indtx 
-100) 100 39 11 

58 

process, the total number in non- 
agricultural occupations would rise 11. h U d  ~~d i;b (+& 
from 221 millions in 1950 to 374 12. M , , ~ ~  MihPer&Pim) veuc:la per ... 1.517 927 
millions in 1975 and 549 millions in the 13, Trlrphona 1,000 Populatim (pu ,,b, 111 7 1 

POPULtiOnJ ....... 9 0 7 2  year 2000, or a total rise of 328 
millions. (In Asia alone, 219 mil- 1.06 0.78 0.17 

Ph ( er ' O o 0  

Schoal. (Pm 1,OW 

ropulatio"~ . . . . . .  
IS. Tencha in ,luncnntsy lions). 

On the basis of recent relations of Popul.tion) ... 3.98 3.42 1.76 
income and percentage of workers in Acm(mBush&) Of. ... 29.3 19.3 16.1 'a" 

agriculture, we can now estimate .Limited wvmm 

incomes per capita (table 11) and total so"g&m~~&n;~ 1 9 ~ 1 7 f ~ & , ~ ~ t .  
incomes in underdeveloped areas, 
(table 111). This is on the assump- .In 1950, there were 1,770millionain 
tion that the underdeveloped areas underdeveloped areas, of which num- 
move 20 per cent. of their working ber the gainfully employed were 748 
population from agricultural areas. millions and the employed in agricul- 

20 Rm '' SOM &U of Faripn Aid md 0.NJopm: ". &-io Infemmhd#, Ue-7. A w l ,  1930 



DEVELOPMENT INCREASES INCOME 21 
ture, 526 millions. By reducing the 

20 per cent. over 50 years, we can 
greatly increase world income. Allow- 

we then estimate the total population fZh6. ... 56 72 100 155 

percentage employed in agriculture by TABLE 11 
.&limlrd I~ornu p n  Capitol, in 1040 D d b n  

1950 1960 1975 2000 

ing for the effects of industrialization. urnEwope... ... 115 4s 110 60 172 86 237 I)O 

... 76 93 150 217 in underdeveloued a r e a  as follows : ~ . i .  . . . . . .  36 48 69 112 

South-uldhtun 
... 

TABLE 111 
Millirn 

1950 . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 770 
I960 1'958 

2OW . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,677 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  E'tLMled eau N o t i d  I m m  I+&, 1975 . . . . . . . . . . . .  2:2W in Burnt U % 4 # p % D f ~  (Billion dollam 

While the population of all the 1950 1960 1975 2wO 
present underdeveloped regions is s'I*cmdsvt.rn E m p o  ... 20 26 35 59 

. . . . . .  45 66 108 208 
1 1  15 25 49 

estimated to increasc by just over 50 
per cent, during the next 50 years, the L& h 6 Z  1:: I I  17 32 56 

total income produced .per year would T e a  ... 87 124 200 372 
more than quadruple, increasing from 
a per capita average of just about 50 
current dollars in 1950 to 139 dollars 
by 2,000. 

saved then, and why, besides living 
better, the regions now undezdevel- 
oped could contribute more and more 
of the capital needed for their own 
development. I t  is also 'clear how, invested earlier. 

2;- - - - _  
with their income increasing to these 
substantial levels as a result of indus- 
trialization and modernization, they 

It is clear why more could be could carry the interest charges on the 
foreign capital needed to finance the 
development, and could, if required 
and if expedient ultimately; pay' off 
the amortization charges on the capital 

WHAT IS A FAIR RETURN ON CAPITAL? 

The fact is that a fair return on capital is not something than cm be dreamed up 
b -c theorist or determined arbitrarily by legislative action or by the rulings 
ofgovernment bards and wmmiasions. The res1 criterion is the very practical 
test of what rate it rakes to attract capital. 
This varies in almost infinite degree according to the uses to which capital is 
put and the wnditions under which such y e  takes placc. It is ,nccwnry 
only to look at the widely different '' yields py'niling on sccuriaea in the 
stock market to get the point. For well estahlwhed wmpaniu in relatively 
stable industries the investor may be satisfied with a return of 5 or 6 per cent. 
on his money. For other wmpanies entailing more risk-either because of leas 
intrinsic merit or because subject to wider cyclical BucNstions-he may 
demand yields of 10 per cent. or more to induce him to buy. 
In still other cases where B well regarded wmpany is believed to have good 
prospects for rapid growth, the investor may be willing tn buy on a 2 or 3 per cent. 
current yield basis-but only because of the expectation that future earnings of 
the company will rise substantially and bring s much higher net reNrn to the 
investor through capital appreciation. 
Finally, many investors will be willing to risk their money in new and untried 
venhlres thnt yield no immediate leNmat all-but here again it is onlyhecause 
they cm look forward to high returns later on, wmmensuratc with the risk , if 
the ventures pan out successfully. 

In short, to the question, what ia B fair reNm on capital ? there can be 
no precise answer. All this only goea to show the more strongly why the 
excess orofit tar. with its arbitrary standards of I'  fnir reNm " and other defects, 

. 
. 

U a bid tar. 
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In ternat ional 
Commodity Agreements 

b y .  E. TYSZYNSRI 
(Manchester) 

HE three major types of inter- 
Tnat ional  commodity agreements are 

(1) International Buffer Stocks (2) 
Flexible Multilateral Bulk Purchase 
(3) Commodity Reserve Money. 

( U )  The principal feature, common 
to the three proposals, is the absence 
of any “ restrictionist ’’ provisions, 
such as quantitative limits on exports 
or the lixing of relative shares in the 
market. @reover, they cannot be 
branded as “ producers’ schemes ”: 
not only minimum but also maximum 
prices are fixed, and thus they appear, 
at least prima facie, free from the 
shadow of the exploitation of the 
consumer. 

adjustment of its composition or 
value. 

As a weighted average of a number 
of prices fluctuates much less than 
individual prices, it  would also be less 
liablc than Buffer Stocks to break- 
down due to stock exahustion or 
excessive accumulation. Moreover, 
monetary possibilities of providing 
additional reserves of international 
liquidity should not be overlooked, 
although the fact that the major 
creditor nation is at the same time an 
exporter of a number of stnple com- 
modities limits these advantages con- 
siderably. 

IC) As a rule. Multilateral Bulk 
P&hase can be ’more helpful than 
Buffer Stocks in providing H solution 
to problems of ‘I excess capacity ”. a Price Range 

~ 1 1  these schemes attempt to elim- It constitutes also a better device-for 
inate excessive fluctuations in prices stabilising farmers’ incomes in face of 
and incomes by of enforcin price fluctuations arising from exten- 
a certain price whicf, sive variations in yield of agricultura 
complete freedom is left to the market crops produced largely for export. 
forces and it is only when these limits 
are transgressed that the controlling . Avoid Nostrums 
mechanism comes into operation. Buffer Stocks, on the other hand, 
(6) The Commodity Reserve mech- are particularly suited for primary 

anism would have several advantages industries where cyclical fluctuations 
over Buffer Stocks i n  the long run. h demand are the dominant influence 
It would tend to give greater security and long-run structural maladjustment 
and stability to primary production as is absent. 
a whole and not to particular indus- It should be strongly emphasised 
tries, and it would give effect to changes that neither Buffer Stocks, nor Multi- 
in relative demands as between differ- lateral Bulk Purchase can prove a 
ent components of the unit without any general solution for the problems of 

22 From Emmnir. Landon. Nmmbn, 1950 - 



COMMODITY AGREEMENTS 23 
any group of primary commodities. the signing of any Commodity Agree- 
Problems of each primary industry ment. Ultimately, only actual experi- 
can only be considered on their own ence of the working of an agreement 
merits. A careful study and a com- can give sufficient ground for judging 
prehensive discussion must precede its particular provisions. 

Income Per Head 
in Seventy Countries 

ATIONAL per capita income in the 
N u n i t e d  States is nearly five times 
greater than in the Soviet Union, 
which has the lowest per capita in- 
come of all industrialised and semi- 
industrialised nations of the world 
except Poland, according to estimates 
released by the statistical office of the 
United Nations. 

The  U.N. report, based on a survey 
'of 70 countries, disclosed that the 
United States led all other countries 
with a per capita income in 1949 of 
1,453 dollars. Estimates of Soviet 
income, indicated that national per 
capita income in the Soviet Union in 
1949 was equivalent to 308'in 1949 
U S .  dollars. This placed the Soviet 
Union 23rd in a ranking of 70 nations 
for which estimates could be made on a 
roughly comparable basis. 

In addition to the United States, 
other leaders in per capit- income ' were 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, New 
Zealand, Swedcn, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom. Other countries 
with higher per capita income than 
the Soviet Union included Norway, 
Belgium, Luxembourg, the Nether- 
lands, France, Iceland, Ireland, Is- 
rael, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Arg- 
entina, Uruguay, Venezuela, and West- 
ern Germany. 

The  report made available for the 
first time statistics of national incomes 
for nine-tenths of the world on a pop- 
ulation basis. The  U.N. statistical 
office stressed the provisional nature 
of its findings, pointing out the dif- 
ficulties of-making precise compar- 
isons. 

MONETARY POLICY FOR A COMPETITVE SOCIETY 
Uoyd W. Minu (McGraw Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., Nnu Ymk 5.00 dollars, Londa 25 /6 )  

This is a hook primarily for economis? at the conclusion that here are at Icmt four 
written withspecial reference t o t h e h e n -  monetary policies which would be reason- 
can monetary system, in which the author &Iy in the re~erso order of 
considers there is utter confusion and , probnble desirability, 
~ ~ ~ n t ~ .  Mr. Mints is on the staff of (1) A genuinelyautomatic international 
Chicago University. 

On the assumption that one of the prime gold (') The budget 
requisite for the automatic and effectiv? Plan. ' (3)  * constant rate Of increase in 
funcrioning ,,f, competitive system, Is the stock of money. (4) Stabilisation of 
monetary stability. Mr. Mints arrives the Price level. 
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Pattern of Development 
, *  in South Africa 

by PROFESSOR S. HERBERT FRANKHL 
(Rofessor of Colonial Economic Affairs. Oxford) 

EAI(LY aU modem development 
N i n  Africa has been based on a 
peculiar economic pattern which, with 
its psychological and social implica- 
tions, must be examined more closely 
if the problems which now face the 
free world in Africa are to be under- 
stood. 

The  pattern is characterized most 
vividly in the econogc organisation of 
mining and plantation enterprises. 
Its special feature is that for the most 
part the labour force consists of un- 
differentiated, unskilled labour which 
tends to be increasingly divorced from 
employment on the land, and even 
from residence on it. 

Effect on Tribes 

This labour had to be hurriedly ab- 
stracted from the indigenous social 
pattern in which for generations it 
had been embedded, and attuned to a 
particular way of life based on status 
and custom. Indeed the construc- 
tion of the modern framework of 
communications and public works 
itself involved inroads into tribal 
society. * 

As the framework expanded govern- 
ments had further to stimulate the 
development of those special forms of 
production for export which would 
most readily yield the foreign ex- 

change required to service the loans 
they had raised, pay the dividends 
required to attract private foreign 
capital and meet the growing import ’ 
needs of the territories as urbanisation 
and modem ways of life developed. 
Thus the disintegration of tribal 
society proceededparipassu with their 
general economic development and 
with capital investment in them. 

This situation continues owing to 
the absence of a skilled labour force 
and of a trading or professional class 
capahle of being readily integrated 
into the modem economic framework. 
As a result most modern enterprise in 
Africa exhibits a striking duality : at 
the apex of the pyramid a group of 
technicians and experts, traders and 
the like, usually from abroad, and in 
some territories only temporarily resi- 
dent in Africa; at its base a massive 
stratum of African unskilled workers. 

These have been drawn into the 
new economic society without time to 
be integrated into meaningful social 
and economic relationships with it, or 
to form within it any stable social 
pattern psychologically suited to their 
human needs. 

There must he a new appreciation of 
African realities in many fields of 
practical endeavour. Gone are the 
days of facile optimism which too 
hastily assumed that Africa had only 
to he “opened up” for it to yield 



SOUTH 
fabulous wealth and economic 
oppormnities. 

We have come to realise, not only 
that the wealth of Africa does not lie 
ready to hand, hut that we are as yet 
painfully ignorant of its natural res- 
ources : the conditions and economic 
potentialities of its soils: the most 
suitable crops for modem agric- 
ultural production, not only for export 
but capable of meeting the growing 
food shortages due to increasing pop- 
ulation ; the most economic method 
of dealing with its problem of soil 
erosion : its pests and its plant and 

AFRICA 25 
human disedes : its potential mineral 
wealth and of the overall effects of 
climate on its peoples. 

It is at this point that the new social 
ideas come face to face with the African 
problem in all its nakedness. For it 
is clear that the African people, with- 
out  whose co-operative effort the veil 
of our  ignorance cannot he lifted, have 
to undergo a costly and difficult pre- : 
paration, if they are to become full 
productive citizens of the modem 
world, and thus enabled to enjoy the 
full social rights of economic citizen- 
ship in it. 

- 
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Avintion's economic position is full of promise." 



Looking with Gaitskell 
for Defence Revenue 

by GRABME DORRANCE 

The Chancellnr must find more millwm for re-arming. Raids 
on the rich cannot yield the vast sums required, however, and 

few pockets will be kft unpicked 

HE present structure of taxation 
T p r o v i d e s  very little scope within 
which a policy of increasin taxation 
only for the wealthier secti&,s of the 
community, can be implemented. 
An example of this limited scope is 
indicated in Table I which estimates 
how much revenue might be raised by 
an extension of the present system of 
sur-tax and what would be the prob- 
able effect of an increase in the rates of 
sur-tax on consumption. 

can be raised- from this source is 
brought out clearly when one remem- 
bers that for every increase of Is. in 
the standard rate of income-tax almost 
El50 million extra revenue accrues to 
the Exchequer. Probably about E130 
million of this revresents decreased 
consumption. 

If it is true that relatively little can 
F r a  W u m i m m  Brmb 26 

be achieved by an increase in the 
present rates of surtax, then more 
drastic methods would have to be 
followed if extra tax-revenue were to 
be raised only from .the more well- 
to-do sections of the community. 

In Table I1 an attempt is made to 
show the effects of one of the most 
swingeing " soak-the-rich " taxation 
policies which it seems possible to 
conceive. I t  has been supposed that 
above a certain income level Dresent 
net incomes were cut in half. 

TABLE II-ESTIM*TOD ANNUAL E m m  or 
b U c r N 0  CBRTMN PMSm INmMCi ApraR TU 

BY 50% 

I f  no other adjustments were made, 
Rsv*ur. Lo&, Decollm 1950 
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this would result in income-recipients 
in the income-ranges immediately 
below that level receiving higher net 
incomes than those immediately above 
it. It has been assumed therefore 
that these lower incomes have been 
progressive, i.e., so that for each 
level of gross income, the net income 
is higher than for any lower range. 

It is not suggested here that such 
a programme is a practical reality. 
I t  is possible that its social and long- 
run economic effects would be most 
serious. It is only used as one ex- 
ample of a “soak-the-rich” policy that 
would produce results. 

I t  appears that, even if such a 
drastic programme were applied to 
the “1,000 wealthiest families” only, 
more than 200,000 families would be 
affected by the “evening-out’’ ad- 
justments. To produce a reduction of 
1 per cent. consumption almost 400, 
000 families would have to bear in- 
creased taxes if this wer? the type of 
programme adopted. 

It should also be pointed out that 
any programme of a comparable 
nature to the one used as an example 
here would have certain aspects 
similar to those of a capital levy. Nat- 

ic urally any less drastic programme 
would have to affect a greater number 
of people to produce comparable 
reductions in consumption. It would 
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however, have less important in- 
fluences on saving. 

In this summary of the possibilities 
of increasing taxes, attention has been 
limited to the income-tax field. There 
would be many advantages to be 
derived from increasing certain of the 
purchase-tax rates and perhaps bring- 
ing new commodities within the field 
of this impost. I n  this way demand 
could be diverted from certain of the 
defence and export industries to other 
fields. 

At the same time the producers 
affected would be able to offset their 
decreased domestic sales with Govern- 
ment orders. I n  this indirect, way 
some of the over-all increases in 
production could be channelled into 
defence output. But if the only 
purchase-tax increases were limited to 
truly luxury goods the general effect 
upon the economy would be similar 
to the income-tax examples just used. 

I t  appears to be inevitable therefore 
that the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
will be forced to increase taxes 
affecting very large numbers of the 
community if he is to bring about the 
reduction in consumption which our 
new position makes necessary. 

TAX-PREE BONDS 
There is B by-product of high public spending, and consequent high 

Taxation, which should not escape our fears. If taxa nre high. then the 
power to exempt income from taxes becomes a potent weapon of those who 
would build an all-powerful government. In’ recent years we have seen vast 
public works supplant vwt private projects through the simple device of 
financing those works by the strong attraction of tax-free ‘ I  investment.” 
Government has, by the device of tax-exemption in times of high taxation, 
induced individuals to “ lend ” it their savings with which to acquire great 
chunks of private enterprise. 

Here is indeed nn insidious enemy of free men. 
FRANCIS Anmis TRUSLOVB, f iu ideni .  

New York Curb Exrlmnie. Emndariafor Ecromir Edvrorian, Dei&, rgso. 
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Should Sterling 
be Revalued 3 . 

Mmemei& which foruhndowed and, in the opinion of some 
Gmmment spokesmen, forced sterling devaluation in 1949, 
me now in reverse. Does this mean that sterling should and 

m‘U be revalued ? 

Ma. DUDLEY SEERS (Oxford University) 

HEN sterling was devalued, the 
W C h a n c e l l o r  said that a rate on the 
low side had been chosen, and \at if 
necessary we could adjust it u b r d  
later. The present situation is pre- 
sumably the one envisaged by Sir 
Stafford Cripps. 

A more favourable set of circum- 
stances could hardly be imagined- 
with our dollar reserves mounting, 

, U.S. purchases of raw materials due 
to expand still further, and the Americ- 
an economy about to convert to a war 
basis, reducing its capacity to supply 
its customers, either at home orabroad. 

There is no clear economic answer to 
the question whether we should make 
sterling more expensive. One arg- 
ument is however definitay inwrec t .  
This is that devaluation has been 
proved right by the increase of our 
reserves, and therefore should not be . 
reversed-an argument politically at- 
tractive, since it justifies taking the 
bitter pill of devaluation. 

But we shall be more likely to 
make the right decision now if we 
admit that the justification of deval- . 
uation lay in the lack of alternative ; 
and that the extent of recovery in our be needed & keep-industrial peace and 
reserves is due mainly to Stalin’s working-class co-operation ?. This is 
attempt to snatch South Korea. the central question, because our dollar 

There are other and more powerful exports would hardly s tmd both 
objections to appreciating sterling. appreciation and large wage rises. 

28 h th hhnr. N& 17. IPSO 

The  choice can be put as follows : 
granted that the present position 
allows us some price increase in our 
exports, are we to achieve this by 
appreciation or wage increases ? 

In a way it wouldn’t matter very 
much 80 far as our foreign trade is 
concerned. On the home front, 
though, to keep the exchange rate 
where it is would give the arbitrators 
more scope for concessions, making it 
easier to end anomalies and to satisfy 
the wage-earners’ feeling that it is 
time some concession was made. 

Psychological Need 
If we revalue sterling, we reduce the 

price of bread and choke off many of 
the other price rises, possibly im- 
proving the living standards of the 
wage-earners (particularly those on 
low wages) more than the wage in- 
creases would. This would ease the 
pressure of wage claims, but it would 
not meet the psychological need for 
rises in wage-rates. 

How laree waee rises would still 
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So appreciating sterling would be a saying that the economic riska of 
risk. appreciation are the worse of the two, 

But to keep sterling unchanged is a hut on balance I don’t believe it 
gamble also, for if union members have myself. The price rises now threat- 
such a high set of minimum demands, ening will put new strains on our 
then we shall face a series of big jumps whole economic structure. “Look”, 
in our own prices next year, which it is said, “at the price ,rises that 
combined with rising import prices, were supposed to follow devalua- 
will wipe out the value of the wage in- tion, and which never appeared”. 
creases and set the stage for a second Don’t let us delude ourselves. 
round of wage and price rises, per- The soaring raw material prices are a 
haps leading to bigger price rises in our much more serious threat than de- 
dollar exports than appreciation plus valuation to our price level. Today’s 
smaller wage rises would bring. We strong markets for rubber, metals, 
may in fact eventually be on the wage- wool and all other materials will mean 
price upward spiral that we have so a severe shock in’1951 to our economy. 
successfully avoided for a decade. By appreciating sterling, we could help 
The danger is the greater because of to absorb this shock, and incidentally 
the recent dismantling of controls. get more raw materials for each car or 

I can easily understand someone radio set that we export. 

. P B O p s s ~ O ~ .  R G. HAWTREY (Chatham House) 
S SIR HUBERT HENDERSON points alteration of rates of exchange would 

&ut, any change upward or down- be a remedy. On the other hand, it 
ward in the foreign exchange value of is linked by its parity to the dollar, 
the pound, if delayed after i t  is fore- and, when a monetary expansion or 
seen, offers a gain to speculators at the contraction alters the purchasing 
expense of the country’s monetary power of either unit, the balance of 
reserves. If the loss is to be avoided, payments is thrown out of trini unless 
the change, if made a t  all, should he the other unit follows suit. 
made immediately the need for it is 
foreseen. 

The need can be foreseen only if the 
circumstances which occasion the need 
be specified. There must he some 
known monetary standard, departure 
from which is to he corrected by an 
appropriate change. At the present 
time we have no standard. The 
pound is tied to the dollar at the parity 
approved by the International Mon- 
etary Fund. But the parity is liable 
to be changed whenever a “fund- 
amental disequilibrium” occurs, and 
no one knows what a fundamental 
disequilibrium is. 

A disequilibrium is felt in the bal- 
ance of‘payments. I t  may be due to 
deep-seated causes for which no 

h t h l t h r , L o r d a .  

Deplorable Confusion 
. British monetary policy since the 

war has been marked by a deplorable 
confusion between these two kinds of 
disequilibrium. There has all the 
time been an intractable adverse 
balance, which has quite properly 
been dealt with by import restrictions 
and rationing. But the restriction 
of imports does not dispose of the 
problem of the rate of exchange. The 

,rate still affects the prices at which 
exporters sell. A low rate stimulates 
exports. 

If the gain in volume of exports is 
outweighed by the fall in prices in 
terms of foreign money units, the rate 

N&ZI,.lQSO 
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is obviously too low. Even a net there is likely to be an alternation of 
gain in the dollar proceeds of exports expansions with devaluations, such 
may be too dearly bought if the pro- as must lead to the “unending in- 
ductive power diverted to exports is flation’’ of which SIR CECIL KISCH 
more than the additional imports gives warning. 
obtained would justify. To adjust a stable pound to an 

This criterion points to an optimum unstable dollar would require, as he 
rate of exchange, which depends on points out, a return to the freedom in 
comparative costs at home and abroad. regulating exchange rates which the 
Therefore, if costs abroad fluctuate, experience of the 1930s showed to he 
it fluctuates in proportion. When an entirely workable. At the present. 
inflationary movetnent or monetary moment the problem would be to 
expansion raises the price level and the find the optimum rate as a starting 
wage level in the United States, the point. Of that I can only say that i t  
dollar value of the pound ought to would be considerably higher than 
be raised correspondingly. If not, 2.80 dollars. 

SIR WILLIAM COATES (Westminster Bank) 
HERE are some optimists, notably. or nearly 23 times the actual reserve 

T a b r o a d ,  who make the increase of at 30 September, 1950. 
sterling area gold and dollar resewes If we are fortunate enough in due 
ground for the belief that the pound, bring our resenres up to so 
so recently devalued, should now be satisfactory a figure, then we might 
revalued ’ upwards’ . imagine indeed test the present dollar-sterling . nothing more unwise. I f  we take 
the United Kingdom’s gold and dollar rate by making the pound again con- 
reserves, in of dollars, at 31 vertible into all currencies for current 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  1939, as a datum point and transactions. When the present rate 
apply to it the percentage movement in has stood that test, 2nd the reserves 
wholesale prices from August 1939 to continue to mount, then there may be 
July 1950, we should need today a a case for considering revaluation of 
reserve of about 7500 million dollars, the pound. 

I+m Addren lo Brilirh bniluu of Mmw-1. Hmro~otr ,  Novonlxr 19, 1’350 

MR. ,EDWARD HANBURY BROOKE (York) 
ROFESSOR HAWTREY suggests that ization of private industry. 

P t h e  pound sterling should he worth Further, as I pointed out in this 
more than 2.80 dollars because of connexion before, the sterling rate 
inflation in America. He  says little against the dollar is influenced by the . 
about inflation here. Nor, for that exchange rates of other countries 
matter, does he dwell on the huge with which we trade and compete. 
fact that, in order to maintain the Anyone conversant with the facts 
pound at even 2.80 dollars, restriction knows that the cost of labour in Eng- 
on our liberties without precedent in land is far higher than elsewhere in 
peacetime are still deemed necessary. Europe, and this is witnessed by the 
I need only mention a few examples willingness of workers from all parts of 
such as the shortage of newsprint, the Europe to come to England, where they 
restrictions on travel, on film imports, can earn, less arduously, often twice 
and on machinery vital to the modern- what they could earti at home. 

I+m the Time, N m k r  18. 1950 
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If a higher rate for sterling is to be power. Scarce dollars have long been 
achieved we may need first a climate used as an excuse for restricting our 
in which rewards and sanction regain liberty. It is time we. thought in 
some of their former importance. terms of making.dollars really plent- 
Meanwhile, let us  beware of counsels iful, with all that such an abundance 
to reduce our reviving competitive implies. 

MR. JOEN MATEIAS (London) 
HE White Paper published on 

T O c t o b e r  19, computed our sterling 
balances as totalling L3,471 million as 
at June 30, 1950. An appreciation of 
the pound in terms of dollars would 
result in increasing our overall in- 
debtedness in terms of dollars, since 
any and every release of sterling against 
our balances creates some additional 
potential drain on our dollar resources. 

The  figures announced in the 
Commonson November 16ofBritain’s 
surplus with the European Pay- 
ments Union, whereby Britain after 
the first four months of its operation 
shows a credit of E50 million is a 
perhaps startling but certainly wel- 
come indication of the effects of de- 
valuation and the restriction of dollar 
imports. 

One eminent authority estimates7 
on the basis of fieures referred to and 

our balance of payments is running at 
the rate of E400 million a year. T h e  
Chancellor of the Exchequer, however, 
gave a warning in the Commons 
yesterday that we should not overlook 
the fact that some of the incidences 
which have given rise to our increase of 
gold reserves were undoubtedly of a 
temporary character. 
’ The glittering advantages, suggested 
by MR. DUDLEY SEERS of an upward 
revaluation of the pound, such as a fall 
in the price of food and indeed of other 
necessities containing dollar imports, 
are prizes which have surely been 
brought nearer to our reach by the in- 
crease of our hard currency resources 
and the appreciation of sterling in 
world markets. 

They are prizes, however, ,which 
may well prove not to be within our 
reach until such time as we have been 
able to make some all embracing 
settlement of “sterling balances.” 

the inclusion of our invisible earnings 
-that our present overall surplus on 

From tiU Fimmial %U. Novnnbn 91, 1 9 9  

__c_ 

INFLUENCE OF SPECuLqnON 

One reason which led to the devaluation of sterling was the effect of adverse 
speculation. It appears that one of the things which led to the recent Canadian 
decision was the effect of speculation on the Canadian dollar. If speculation 
regarding n revaluation afthe pound were to besatisfied there would be a strenph- 
ening of the view that specultion paid. Surely all the influence which led to the 
drawing up of the International Monetary Fund as an institution to prevent the 
flow of hat money have not been forgotten ? 

r;roOnr h m e ,  Lmdon md Cqnrbridp. Ewnmic Souicr, N d ,  1950 



Debts to Britain 
IN answer to a question in the House of Commons, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer gave the following list of loans bythe U:K. Government,outstand- 
ing on November 1, 1950: 

I ,  

. Amount Interest - outstanding rate Terms of repayment 
t'W0 

CHINA 
Agreement of 2nd May, 1944, on 8,128 

Financial Aid for war purposes. 
Agreement of 5th June, 1941, for 45 4,109 

million Loan for National purpoars. 

n 
FRANCE- U 

Anglo-French Financial Agreement of 92,515 
3rd December, 1946 (Cmd. 6988). 

N- 
Agreement of 11th Mareh, 1948. on 

war-time Debts (Cmd. 7358). 
40,699 

P 0 m  
Agrrement of 24th June, 1946, on 

outstanding Financial Questions 
(Cmd. 7148) 

Agreement of 24th June, 1946, an 
' outstanding Financial Questions 

(Cmd. 7148). . , 
TlmKm 

10,000 

47,500 

Anglo-Franco-Turkish Treaty of 27,338 
. Mutual Assistance, 19th October, 

. 1939 (Cmd. 6165). 

U.S.S.R. 
Agreement of 27th December. 1947 
(Cmd.) 7297). 

36,785 

CZBCHO-SLOVAKIA- 
Agrement of 28th September, 1949, 

settlement of Inter-Governmental 
Debts (Cmd. 7798). 

Agreement of 14th December 1946, 
Surplus Stores (Crnd. 7085). 

Ameement of 15th Aurmst. 1945 for 

19,747 

1,247 

3,136 
'burchase of g a d s  & &e United 
Kingdom. 

Per ant. 

- Question of repayment in 

3 t  Repayable by annuities 
ending April, 1961. In- 
atalments due April and 
October, 1950, not 
received. 

abeyance. 

t Repayable by annuities 
September, 1961. 

+ Repayable by annuities 
ending February. 1968. 

- Repayable by 15 annual 
instalmen-the first pay- 
ment to be made in June, - 1952. Question of repay- 
ment in abeyance. 

4 Repayable by annuities 
e n d m  December, 1966 

Each advance repayable by 
12 equal annual instalments 
-the b t . d u e  at the end 
of the fourth year from the 
dste on which the advance 
wan made. 

1 Repaysble by instalments 
from January, 1954, to 
July, 1965 

t Repayable on 1st Janaury, 
1951. 

2 t  Repayable by annuities 
ending in July,, 1953. 

i 
I 
I 

i 
I 
I I 

i 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

I 
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Amount Intercat 
- outstanding m e  Terms of rcpilymcnt 

JOWAN- 

Loan for csrtain dcvdopmmt pm- 500 Free of Repayable by 15 annual 
jects in connection with the re- interest instalments, 1956-1970. 
senlment of Arab ~ ~ E C C B .  

GXiFJX 
Loan for atabilisatian of Greek Cur- 10,ooO I Do. Repayable by 10 annual 

racy (Cmd. 6733). instalments, 1951-1960. 

Loan for purchase of civilian supplias, 26,712 Do. Repayable by 20 annual 
reconstruction of industriu. etc. 
fCmd. 7240). 

instalmcnts, 1952-1971. 

328,416 

How U.K. Incomes are Divided 
Wide Variations in a Socialist Survey of Official Report 

THE report of the Commissioners of 
Inland Revenue for the year ended 

March 1949 shows that there are 20,- 
750,000 incomes above the exemption 
limit of L135 a year before tax. 

Including wives, children and dep- 
endants the total number covered 
appears to be rather over 46 million 
(if table 87 in the report can be @en as 
accurate), which indicate8 that there 
may be over 3 million persons (in- 
cluding dependents) who are below the 
L135 exemption limit. I t  is known 
that there are over 2 million on Nat- 
ional Assistance which would bring 
them below this in any case, so the 
figure of something over 3 million is 
probably not far out. 

Of the 2Q million with incomes 
.above the exemption limit, 6 million 
were entirely relieved from income 
tax by the operation of allowances : 
148 million paid tax. 

The  numbers in each income range 
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These incomes listed by the Inland compared with 86 in 1948. 

Revenue authorities are personal in- The figures on the Special Contrih- 
comes. They ,exclude therefore the tribution (a levy on individuals with 
monies put aside by companies not more than E2,OOO a year and invest- 
distributed as dividends. These mon- ment income of more than E250) 
ies belong to the lt million sharehold- give some indication of the number of 
ers ; and belong to them in proportion the rich rentier class. 63,024 persons 
to the number of shares held in the were assessed-a low figure. They 
companies. Theaggregate inwmesof had total income of E325 million and 
the high income groups shown in the an investment income of E189 mil- 
tables above do not therefore indicate lion. Of the total number of surtax 
the real wealth of these categories. cases (over E2,OOO p.a.) of 166,942, 

The effect that this factor is likely 26.6 per cent. “earned” under 30 
to have can be seen from the fact that per cent. of their incomes-19.3 
the addition to reserves of companies per cent., (32,289) under IO per cent. 
alone, apart from ‘firms,’ was E545 The Estate figures, in spite of 
million after tax in 1948 ; if this sum evasion still show that, as Mr. Gaitskell 
is added to the after tax income of those has remarked, property is unevenly 
with over E750 (i.e., roughly corres- enough distributed. In the 10 years 
ponding to the number of share- 1939-40-1948-9 ; there have perished 
holders according to the Financial 

income of two fifths. 
Even so we can see that after tax This is one fiftieth of the deaths 

about 2 per cent. of persons receiving that occurred in this decennium. 
income (i.e.; those with over E1,OOo Of the gross capital value of person- 
a year after tax) get about lo& per alty in 1948-9, of E694 million, 21 
cent. of the total net income. per cent. was in Government and 

Among these, 86 people get E650,- Municipal stock and 37 per cent. in 
000 a year between them or an average shares and debentures in companies ; 
of E7,500 a year after tax. At the money in Bonds, Bills, etc. and at the 
other end of the scale 46 per cent. of hank nearly 20 per cent. 
income receivers get 27 per cent. of 1948-9, ~ 8 4 8  million passed 
the total income. &mea) at death, El 10 million belong- 

ine to 27.500 with between E2.000 and 

113600 with csut~&lO000-&1WOW , Times) it makes an addition to their 5:790 ,. ,. ~ObOOO-Ll& 
1 1 9 . ~  ,, m.’ and OYU. 

Ef,OOO k124 million to 14,750 with he- 
tween L5.000 and L10,OOO and E613 The Rich Grow Rlcher 

While there has been a general up- 
ward movement-hefore tax 10.7 mil- 
lion people get between E250 and , 
E750 a year compared with 2.3 mil- 
lion in 1938 9 ; 8.7 million get E135 
to E250 compared with 7 million with 
&!25 to E250 before the war ; the 
richer have, before tax, grown richer. 
In 1948-9 there were 41,500 with over 
L5,OOO p.a. compared with 25,900 
before the war. On the other hand, 
there were 6,560 persons with more 
than E6,OOO a year after tax in 1938 

million-tb 15,400.- The  average is 
E40,000. The thirteen millionaires 
left E27 million. 

There is a new table which classifies 
incomes before tax by family circum- 
stances. This shows that of the 

million incomes of E135 to E250 
-i.e. under E5 a week- million 
represented single or widowed per- 
sons without dependants. The re- 
mainder all had wives, dependants or 
children. 

There were 2.8 million married 
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the report points out that  in some in- 
stances the number of children may be 

couples on under L5 a week classified 
as follows :- 

2.m0.000 - 
In addition in this income group, 

there were 1.2 million single or 
widowed persons with one or more 
dependants or children. The  total 
number including dependants in this 
income group appeared to be over 16 
million including 3+ million children : 

underestimated because of failur; by 
persons not liable to tax to claim all 
the allowances due to them. I t  must 
he remembered that these are 1948-49 
figures : wages have gone up since. 

The  proportion of married couples 
without any children gets larger as the 
income scale goes up. 

New Ways with Wages \ 

by GEORGE DARLING. M.P. 

The wage freexe i s  over. This Labour M.P. suggests that 
employers and trade unions should nmu pay less aitentwn to 

minimum w q e  rates and more to increasing earnings. 

MOST of our industries are trying to workers from 80 to eight, abolish 
adapt nineteenth century wages individual piece work and give its 

systems to twentieth century methc ds, skilled men the chance to earn about 
of production, thus putting a c h d  to L13 a week or more, then there 8eem 
more output and b i y  pay packets. no reawn why other firms should no 

from all this old fashioned business Existing wage systems keep an 
and by allying an efficient organisation excessive number of different grades 
of work with a modem wages system of labour and different wage rates 
they have doubled the workers' earn- going, all adding to the difficulties 
ings andincreased their own profits. ~ and costs of wage f i n g  ; and though 

They have got rid of piece- many firms, with the co-operation of 
work system which calls for rate- the unions, have proved that factories 
fixers to calculate a fair day's output can operate more efficiently with fewer 
and a big staff of wage clerks to cal- grades of workers and collective 
culate the extra output and earnings bonus systems, the majority of em- 
of each workman. ployers still stick to their out-of-date 

If a leading motor-car company can methods. 
reduce the number of its grades of I t  might be a good idea for the 

But some h s  ave broken away do likewise. 

F r s  Nanr C M .  kdm, Nana6rr. 13.1930 
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unions to press for the ending of 
industry-wide wage agreements, 
replacing them with separate agree- 
ments for individual firms, as is done 
in some industries in the United 
States. ‘The unions would then be 
in a better position to bring pressure 
on the inefficient, and might copy the 
tactics of some American unions which 
claim the right to put their own 
efficiency experts into firms which 
cannot afford to pay high wages. 

Real Threat 

This threat could be a real one, for 
the Amalgamated Engineering Union 
for instance, has more than ElO,OOO, 
000 in its funds. Other unions are 
well-off too and could afford to employ 
first-rate industrial consultants. 

The  unions could ,also threaten 
to withdraw labour .from firms which 
refused to act on the advice of the 
unions’ efficiency experts. I wish 
they would, because they have a 
vested interest in efficiency. I t  should 
he their duty to he lp -o r  even coerce 
-managements to impro.ve and cheap- 
en industrial and trading operations. 

This means, of course, that the 
unions themselves would have to 
give up trade customs which impede 
efficiency. These customs have 
grown up partly to protect craft 
interests and partly as a ,defence 
against unemployment, with the re- 
sult that where a job cuts across 
s e v e r a l  crafts-for i n s t a n c e  in  
fitting a porthole and window in 
a ship-several different craftsmen 
each do a part of the work, all of which 

MIC DIGEST 
could easily be done by one man in 
much less time. And in seeking 
protection against unemployment there 
are bans on overtime and a refusal 
to allow men to be displaced by labour- 
saving machines. 

The Government’s elaborate plan- 
ning of jobs-for-all is likely to be 
wrecked by the workers’ clinging to 
out-of-date ideas and by managerial 
inefficiency. And it is no exaggera- 
tion to say that the reactionaries on 
both aides are largely responsible for 
slender wage-packets. 
. T o  help get rid of reactionary think- 

ing, the workers should be given the 
facts about a firm’s finances : sales, 
costs, prifits and reserves. They could 
then see whether they are getting a fair 
deal. Many progressive companies . 
already issue financial statements to 
their workers, so this is no innovation. 

Workers’ Suspicion 

Full disclosure of finances, of a 
firm’s aims and intentions, would go 
far to get rid of the workers’ suspicions 
of the employers, for most workers 
believe that all employers are out to 
get big profits by paying the lowest 
wages they can get away with. 

If these suspicions are illfounded, it 
is up  to the employers to prove that 
they are bein misunderstood by 

about costs and profits, and by making 
it clear beyond all doubt that in a 
co-operative effort for greater efficiency 
and higher production the workers 
will get their fair share of the resulting 
prosperity. 

giving the w01 f ers full information 

__c_ . 
BANKRuPTcrE9 iN EulTAIIu 

Ycm . N& 
1946 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  323 
1947 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  626 
1948 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,132 
1949 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,491 
1950 (& iix &bntha’&li) . . . . . . . . . . . .  913 

Eomd of T v d  I n n o u n d .  H- sl C m m .  D m  d q p  



Where Russia’s Surplus 
Grain Comes From 

by BRUTUS COSTE 
(Formerly Charge d’Atiairs. Rumanian Embassy. Washington) 

Britain has negotiated an agreement e d h  Russia for grain. 
But according to this writer, Russia’s exportable grain comes 

mainly from Rumania and is not a genuine surplus. 

CCORDING to the best available 
Astud’les,  Soviet agriculture is hardly 
able to supply the amounts of grain 
required for the domestic consumption 
of the Soviet Union. It appears 
that by the most strenuous efforts, in- 
volving the reduction of domestic con- 

best, be capable of exporting about one tion of grains decreases in human diet, 
million metric tons. Where is the bal- while increasine for animal feed.” He 
ance of over three million tons of grains 
to come f rom?  

The  only possible answer is that it 
is to come from the various satellite 
countries and chiefly from Rumania, 
Hungary, Poland and Bulgaria, all of 
which must supply the Soviet Union, 
either as war reparations or on the 
basis of trade agreements, important 
amounts of grain at very low prices 
(generally at the 1938 world market 
prices). 

The  fact is, however, that these. 
countries have at present no exportable 
surplus. Thus whatever quantities of 
grains they supply to the Soviet Union 
are obtained at the expense of domestic 
consumption. Rumainia’s domestic requirekens at 

The  case of Rumania provides a very the 1921-40 level of consumption. 
clear illustration of this statement. On the basis of all available data the 
According to official figures released present production of grains amounts 
by the Rumanian Communist regime, is best to 7,000,000 metric tons. This 
the 1921-1940 per capita consumption at a highly optimistic figure, since it 
of grains in Rumania was of the order assumes that, despite the destruction 
of 410 kilograms (of which 250 kilo- of the most productive sections of 
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sumption, the Soviet Union would, at - v. 

From lrlw lo The Nm Ywh Times, Nom& S , l O j O  

grams were for direct human consump- 
tion and 160 kilograms for animal con- 
sumption). 

This level of consumption is termed 
by the author of the article in question 

‘as expressive of a “low standard 
of living.” He  adds that “at a 
hieherstandard of livine. the consumn- 

illustrates this-point by stating that 
“in the United States the per capita 
consumption of grains amounts to 831 
kilograms per annum, of which only 
126 kilograms are being used for direct 
human consumption and 705 kilograms 
as animal feed.” 

Rumanian Requirements 
At this “minimum” level of con- 

sumption, the 16,000,OO people of 
Rumania would require 6,500,000 tons 
of grains per year. By adding to this 
about 770,000 tons of grains needed for 
seeds, the figure of 7,330,000 metric 
tons is reached-which remesents 
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Rumanian agriculture, farms with over consumption Rumania is faced today 
ten hectares of plowland, the averaga with a dgficit of over 300,000 m e t j c  . 
yield per hectare still stands at 946 tons of vrains. 
kilograms, which is the 1921-40 All aailahle official Rumanian data. . 
average. show, however, that a “surplus” for 

But since the article referred to the benefit of the Soviet Union has 
above is based on this assumption, let’s tevertheless been created by bringing 
accept it as the basis of the calcula- nown human consumption of grains to 
tions that follow. This leads to the dn unprecedented semi-starvation 
conclusion : at the 1921-40 level of level. 

Burden of Finland’s 
Reparations to Russia 

by BR. SUVIRANTA 
(University of Helsinki) 

P we look up  the list of goods 
Idemanded from Finland by U.S.S.R. 
we shallfind that there$ only a differ- 
ence in degree between ‘reality and 
phantasy. Finland’s standard articles 
of export have been timber and forest 
industry products; during the decade 
1929-38 actually 83.5 per cent. of her 
exports fell into this category. But 
these goods comprised only one-thiid 
of the reparationsgoods to be delivered. 
On the other hand machinery and 
equipment covered 33.7 per cent of 
the products included in the reparations 
list, whereas only 2 per cent. of the 
country’s previous exports camc under 
this group. The  list contained, fur- 
ther, new ships to be built, 20 per 
cent. of the total, and cable products, 
8 per cent. of the total, the corres- 
ponding figures in Finland’s ordinary 
exports lying close to the zero line. 

Finland was thus required to deliver 
goods she had never exported in any 
such quantities, or not at all, and for 
which necessary plant,.machinery, raw 

. 

F m  “R.pmmiau Poytnrnlt in bind,“ 

materials, and skilled labour were 
lacking. The only way out was to 
start to produce at  home or to import 
the materials and machinery needed 
to erect the new plant, and to train 
manpower for the new technical 
processes. That  did not only utterly 
strain the limited resources of the 
country, but required time, and time 
was the most scarce of all commodities, 
as any default meant disaster. Before , 
the end of the first year Finland was 
actually in default and the fines began 
to accumulate, and this in spite of the 
fact that forest products comprised 
one-half of the total deliveries under 
that special year, and the programme . 
was thus technically easier to carry out. 
The deadlock was then solved through 
the extension of the reparation period 
from six to eight years, a valuable con- , 
cession on the part of the Soviet Union. 

Before dealing with the aftermath, 
a short account must be given of the : 
actual coime of payments. Two 
years ago the nominal amount was \ 
 pro-'^^ J.mdo+ Nw&, 1930 



FINLAND'S 
suddenly reduced from 300 million 
dollars to 226.5 million or by approx- 
imately one-quarter. No explanation 
was given why this was done, hut this 
concession was, of course, thankfully 
accepted, as Finland's difficulties were 
thereby greatly alleviated. Of this 
amount, Finland had paid, at the end 
of 1949, 185.2 million dollars or 81.2 
per cent. T h e  transport of the 
the reparation goods from Finland to 
the Soviet Union had comprised over 
300,000 railway carloads and over 200 
shiploads. If all that transport had 
been made by train and all cars joined 
to one train, the length of that train 
would have been over 1,700 miles, 
i.e. all the way from Helsinki to 
London. For the management of 
this programme an administration 
office had to be estzhlished with a 
personnel of 520 people when it was 
at its largest. T h e  cost of this bur- 
eaucracy should, of course, be added to 
the total burden of reparations. 

The fact that Finland has, until now 
at least, been able to discharge her 
'heavy obligation is due to, many co- 
operating factors: the preservation of 
social order, the enterprising spirit of 
the industrialists, the loyalty of labour, 
the ability of the planning authorities, 
and the material help received from 
friends abroad in the form of credits 
or direct humanitarian aid. If any 
of these factors had failed, the pro- 
gramme would have broken down. 
R u t  even so, the burden was so heavy 
that inflation could not he avoided, as 

' demands for continuous increases in 
wages and prices had to be conceded 
in order to keep the industrial mach- 
inery going all the time, with the 
result that the Finnish mark has now 
only about one-quarter of the pur- 
chasing power it had at the end of the 
war. Anyhow, there is a good chance 
that the rest of the reparation pro- 
gramme will be carried through within 
the prescribed term, i.e. before Sep- 
tember 19th 1952. 
4 
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But that is not the end of the 

story and now we come to the after- 
math. The  industrics producing re- 
paration goods have undergone a vast 
expansion ; the capacity of the metal 
and shipbuilding industries is now 
more than twice above the pre-war 
level. And the question arises what to 
do with this increased capacity when it 
is no more needed for producing re- 
paration goods ? Where can the in- 
dustryfind an outlet for its products ? 
I n  the West where it has to compete 
with old and well-established Scan- 
dinavian and English industries, and 
others as well ? In the East, which, 
till now, has taken only about 20 per 
cent, of Finland's exports? In the 
home market under the cover of 
protective duties ? Or must these 
industries he wound up with heavy 
capital losses and with mass unem- 
ployment ? 

Judgment Reserved 

'This is the aftermath of reparations, 
and it is already being felt. 

Industry and .government are at 
resent tackling this problem. 

The  final judgment over the system 
of payments in kind must still be 
deferred, as the halance sheet has not 
yet been closed, either in the case of 
Finland or any other case. On the 
credit side of that system may be 
counted the solution of the transfer 
problem (in the narrow sense of that 
word), and also that more can, perhaps, 
be collected than by the rival mode of 
payment in money. On the other 
hand, a system based on payments 
in kind seems to be a very arbitrary 
system and it is doubtful whether an 
obligation payable in money leaves the 
real burden of reparations equally 
unsettled. Moreover, such a system 
can work satisfactorily only in B 
world-planned economy, or, prefer- 
abh, world totalitarian economy. 



Israel's Crazy Economics 
by WOODROW WYAW. M.P. 

The task of creating a new state, with no limit on immigration 
and with the whole world in confusion, has created fantastic 
problems in every direction. Faith will need to move mountains. 

I t  probably will. 

Y normal standards the economics B of Israel are crazy. No sane 
economist would predict anything 
other than utter collapse. Last year 
exports amounted to El04 million and 
imports to E87 million. This year 
imports are so far running at El20 
million and although there has been a 
slight increase in exports the ratio be- 
tween exports and imports is rising. 
Britain's overseas trade problems seem 
insignificant by comparison. 

The gap will be bridged this year by 
exceptional means. El8 million will 
be provided by the dollar loan from 
the Exoort Imnort Bank. leavine I 1 2  

the gifts Israel would be hard put to 
it to survive. As it is, as the sum 
above shows, there must be a drastic 
reduction in imports before many 
months are out. This reduction, 
taken with the never ceasing flow of 
immigrants, is bound to entail a slash 
at the standard of living. Israel's 
way out is higher productivity and 
increased exports. For that she needs 
an austerity campaign more severe 
than ours of the last few yprs ,  and 
she seems reluctant to face up to it. 

On the land productivity is high. 
The  Jewish cultivator produces, for 
example, twice as much of the same 

million'from tl;e same source foA'%l. variety of wheat on the same amount 
Thirteenmillionpoundswillcomefrom and type of land as does the Arab. 
thesterling balances,leavingQ million Despite the increasing population (cal- 
for 1951. Tourism and other services culated to reach 1,800,000 by the end 
will, it is hoped, provide another E9 of 1953) Israel will, on the present rate 
million. There may he about E7 of agricultural productivity, come near 
million in private capital transfers, to self sufficiencyin manycommodities 
and the equivalent of another E7 by the end of 1953. 
million in private gifts in kind! In bean-type crops, for instance, 

But the largest single part (E28 Israel will advance from providing 50 
million to E30 million) will come in per cent. of her own consumption to 92 
gifts from World Jewry. Hence the per cent. ; in oil the rise will he from 
never-ending perambulations around 38 per cent. to 67 per cent. ; in potat- 
the world of the prominent figures of oes by 1953 there will be a 7 per cent. 
Israel urging Jews to contribute to surplus and the same applies to other 
their homeland. vegetables, of which there will be 

In 1949 there were less gifts than in 85,000 tons available for canning and 
1948 : it will be hard to maintain them export. At the end of six years there 
at the present level and almost im- will be an adequate milk supply and in 
possible to raise them. Yet without two years an egg a day per person. On 
40 From fk Jm< 01 H a ,  %e, Lw!dmz, h ' d m  U, 1950 
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the debit side is the fact that Israel will 
never produce more than 40 per cent. 
of her reauirements in wheat. cereals 
and meat. 

Nevertheless the aericultural Dro- 
duction being achieved, and t d  he 
achieved (by 1954 the area under 
irrigation will be 28 times the present 
area) is remarkable. I t  will go a long 
way towards cutting down imports. 
Today Israel imports at least 40 to 50 
per cent. of her food : far more than 
she can afford. 

I t  is in the industrial field that the 
situation is alarming. Although the 
average Israeli worker is paid slightly 
more than the average British worker, 
he produces 20 to 30 pcr cent. less in 
the same time. 

Nor does the Israeli worker always 
have only a slightly higher wage than 
his British equivalent. Bus drivers 
get as much as E120 a month ; some 
workers in co-operative factories get 
up to that and more. But it is not the 
Israeli worker's fault that his product- 
ivity lags behind. He  is willing 
enough but there is simply not the 
capital equipment or the knowledge 
of modern techniques to enable him to 
do better. 

. Israel's Industry 
Until now Israel's industry has not 

reached European standards in any 
way although it is far better than any 
in the neighbouring countries. Low 
productivity makes for high prices: 
but low productivity is not the only 
factor making for high export prices. 

Nominally, and internationally, the 
Israeli pound is on a par with the 
British pound. Nominally, the Is- 
raeli worker gets twice as much as the 
British, but i+ is the nominal, not the 
real wages, which must he passed on 
in the export price. Her export prices 
in relation to the high costs and low 
productivity, must be at  least double, if 
not more, than they should be if they 

are to compete with, say, British goods. 
For all this, as we have learnt i n  

England, there can only be one answer: 
devaluation. Not only will it bring 
down export prices hut it will also 
make easier the necessary reduction in 
real wages. Nominal wages will have 
to be pegged despite rising prices 
brought about by higher import 
prices. For three or four years, 
perhaps longer, Israel will have to 
face sharp cuts in her present stand- 
ard of living. If,will he some time 
before all the'immigrants can be made 
productive and before the general 
industrial efficiency rises enough to 
allow of any relaxation. 

Austerity No Answer . 
By itself an increased austerity 

campaign accompanied by lower wages 
will not bring Israel through. Foreign 
aid will be required on a comparatively 
large scale. A E300 million loan over 
the next four or five years to capitalise 
production and to make continued 
immigration possible would not be out 
of theway. The  only source for such 
a loan is America and possibly Britain. 

The  road transport services, goods 
and passenger, are all run by co- 
operators. Israel must be one of 
the very few countries in the world 
where bus fares are higher than rail 
fares, hut as rail services are few bus 
travel is unavoidable. T o  become a 
bus driver only recently cost up to 
E3,OOO (then the Histadruth forced a 
reduction in share prices to El,SOO). 

Most bus drivers earn more than 
Cabinet Ministers in cash and benefits. 
There is naturally public indignation 
at so disproportionate a share of the 
country's wealth being absorbed by 
bus drivers ; but it will be a tough 
struggle to bring them to a lower 
standard of living. They have con- 
siderable political influence and some 
prestige. 

Out of the 400,000 who arrived in 



the &me willingness the sacriices that 
are necessary to build Israel. They 
seemed to fit naturally into a kind of 
half light between the Levant and 
Europe. . In the same period there came to 
Israel nearly 200,000 immigrants from 
Asiatic and African countries. The  
38,000 who came from the Yemen 
have a wonderful moral code based on 
their religious beliefs. They work 
hard although they are slow and un- 
familiar with the modem world. But 
their integrity will only last if the 
strain that the sudden impact the 
West has made on them does not un- 
settle their spiritual background and 
turn them into restless disillusioned 
Levantines. 

Over 60,000 came from Egypt, 
North Africa, Iraq and various Arabian 
countries. Far too many of these are 
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Israel between May, 1938, and the lazy and uninterested. They are 
beginning of 1950 only 58 per cent. willing enough that the world should 
came from European (and Anglo- fend for them hut they are not so 

, Sax0n)countries. Ofthose there were keen to help wholeheartedly. There 
7,000 from Germany and 7,000 from is a gap of centuries between them and 
Yugoslavia. There were 79,000 from the Westerners and there is no dis- 
Poland, and 12,500 from Hungary tinguishing them from the downtrod- 
and Austria and there were 18,000 den people of the countries from which, 
from Czechoslovakia. they came. The  30,000 who came 

All these were magnificent material. from Turkey are not so very much 
I n  particular the Bulgarians and the better and, in all, the last two and a 
Yugoslavs were tremendously in- half years have shown a decided shift 
dustrious and settled in quickly. The  in emphasis from the high quality' 
hardships of Israel did not seem unto- European immigrants to a lower level 
ward compared with their previous of central Europeans, Asians and 

with a will. In the immediate future the em- 
phasis on non-Westem Europeans 

Rumanian Attitude ' will he even greater: By the hegin- 
ning of 1950 only a few thousand had But 'Isoin the European 58percent. come from Iraq, hut by the end of the there were 35,000 Rumanians and, year around 50,000 Iraquis will have 

everyone spoke very po'lteb settled in Israel, and there are thous- 
ahout them, one could not help sensing ands to from French 
that they were not as energetic or as Morocco and North African 
honest or as purposeful as the other territories, 
Eurooeans. and did not acceDt with 

, lives. They were willing to set to others. 

No More from Europe 
In the meanwhile the supply from 

Europe is drying up. Nearly 80,000 
came from Poland between 1948 and 
1950 and there are few left to follow. 
Russia will still'not allow any to leave. 
From Germany there cannot be more 
than a handful to come. 
it looks as though the majority of new 
immigrants will he arriving from out- 
side Europe. By 1954 the popu- 
lation of Israel will be ahout two 
million of which half will he non- 
European. 

The  future shape of Israel will 
depend on which group has the more 
influence on the other. The  Western- 
ers may succeed in stimulating the rest 
and firing them with the same energies 
and enthusiasm, or the non-Europeans 
may drag down the Westemen. 

From now o n .  



Independence Day 
for Canadian Dollar 

EFTEMBER 30 entered the record as S “independence day” for the Canad- 
ian exchange rate. The  Govern- 
ment’s action in abandoning the fixed 
rate comes as a welcome recognition of 
the ascendancy of market forces over 
the limitations of arbitrary decision. 
A long and varied chapter of events 
has now culminated in official ack- 
nowledgment of the overwhelming 
difficulties inherent in maintaining a 
fixed international price for the Can- 
adian dollar when conditions deter- 
mining its underlying value in ex- 
change markets obstinately refuse to 
remain stable. 

Fully to appreciate the significance 
of the recent move, a backward look 
is necessary. As the accompanying 
table indicates, the fixed rate, altered 
to a major extent only twice in the 
eleven years between inception and 
abandonment, masked wide swings in 
the Canadian balance of international 
payments, with official holdings of 
gold and U S .  dollars tracing, within 
the period, a recurrent “rags to riches” 
pattern. 

No informed observer would con- 
tend that Canada’s wartime and post- 
war balance of payments difficulties 
would have been eliminated by a 
fluctuating exchange rate. But on 
the other hand, it is fair to suggest 
that official rate policy did at times 
have the effect of aggravating under- 
lying instabilities in Canada’s position 
on external account. 

For example, the return to parity 
with the U S .  dollar in July 1946, 
desirable as it was as a measure to 
cushion th? domestic economy against 
the impact of rising prices in the 
United States, cut off abruptly a flow 
of U.S. capital into Canada by way of 
portfolio investment which previously 
had been proceeding at the rate of over 
300 million dollars a year. At a 
time when our requirements of capital 
equipment from the United States 
were at a high and rising level, when- 
our adverse balance with that country 
was mounting, and when a large 
portion of our exports overseas was 
being sold on credit, the cessation of 
the inward movement of U.S. port- 

ELEVEN YEARS O F  CANADIAN EXCHANGE RATE HISTORY 

Official Selling Rates for 

, 
Official Holdings of / 
Gold and U S .  r 

U.S.r z, (Millions of U.S.r) 
Sept. 16/39 ... ~ 1 . 1 1  ~4.47 Sept. 15/39 . . . . . .  r393 

July 5/46 ... l.OO+ 4.04 Dec. 31 /45 . . . . . .  1,508 

Sept. 30/50 ... Free rate resumed Dec. 17/47 . . . . . .  461 
Dec. 31 149 ... ... 1,117 

Peak points Sept. 30/50 . . . . . .  1,790. 

Oct. 15/45 ... 1.103 4.45 Dec. 31 141 * 188 

Sept.20/49 ... I.lO& 3.088 May 31 /46 . . . . . .  1,667. 
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folio capital added significantly to the 
difficulties culminating in the ex- 
change crisis of 1947 and the sub- 
sequent emergency import restrictions. 

By contrast, the arbitrary marking 
down of the Canadian dollar in 
September 1949 produced difficulties 
of the nature of an “embarras de 
richesse”. Appropriate as the rate 
selected may have been at the time it 
became progressively unrealistic under 
conditions in which both our adverse 
trade balance with the United States 
and the equally awkward surplus in 
trade with overseas countries were 
shrinking spectacularly. 

Against the background of a fixed 
discount of 9.1 per cent., realization, 
in the United States, of the improved 
pattern of Canadian trade, and an 
appreciation of Canada’s favourable 
economic prospects, produced. an un- 
precedented inflow ofcapitalfundsof a 
portfolio nature. In consequence, our 
gold and dollar reserves were pushed 
to record high levels. 

ulaton-;he result was to increase‘our 
caDital liabilities to the U.S.A. without 

On the face of it this might seem a 
welcome development from Canada’s 
standpoint. It carried with it, how- 
ever, two highly undesirable conse- 
quences. 00 the one hand it added to 
domestic inflationary pressures. On 
the other, since most of the inward 
movement represented purchases of 
already outstanding Canadian sec- 
urities bv U S .  investors-and SWC- 

a parallel increase in our capacity to 
produce or to export. 

I t  is not to be expected that the free 
rate will halt the external capital 
inflow. Nor is it desirable that .it 
should. Canada is. today a fertile 
field for foreign investment of a per- 
manent and productive ‘nature and 
such funds play a useful part in the 
furtherance of Canadian industrial 
growth. But the free rate should serve 
to moderate the excesses of speculative 
capital movements, a consequence 
which will be all to the good. I 

I 
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DIGEST BOOK REVIEW 

The Only Way 
by ALEXANDER LOVEDAY 

A Smdy of Democreby in Danger 

HIS is a book. of an original T character. The author is an econ- 
omist, at one time director of the 
Economic and Financial Department 
of the League of Nations. But his 
approach to economic problems is in 
the main from the ethica! and socio- 
logical standpoint. 
As he sees it, the two most important 

dangers to the democratic organisation 
of society, and to democratic beliefs, 
are war and unemployment. He  
rejects the definition of democracy as 
“simply a mode of human govern- 
ment” and employs the word as im- 
plying a way of life, a body of doctrine 
which determines that way and the 
faith which inspires that doctrine. 

The  materialism of too many econ- 
omists has had the most profound 
influence for the last hundred years or 
more on our politics, our political 
philosophy and our social and personal 
ideals-consciously or unconsciously 
“we tend to act and legislate as if our 
well-being depended on nothing more, 
nothing other, than producing an 
uninterrupted series, a constantly 
increasing quantity, of material oh- 
jects. We tend to judge the merits of 
our social organization by its power to 
produce men and women efficient in 
converting fragments of matter into 
specific forms. For a democracy 
thus impregnated with materialism the 
transition to any one of the social 
philosophies that subject the individual 
wholly to the state presents but little 
difficulty. 

*Tk Only Wm !q AlGmdm Lovnlq, A 

I .  

“But in fact such materialism is the 
antithesis of democracy and of the 
whole system of values that constitute 
the democratic doctrine. Demobracy 
is concerned with lifc, with the indiv- 
idual and not with matter. Matter is 
important only to the extent that it can 
promote life. T h e  vhlues to which 
importance is attached in democratic 
philosophy are not to he sought in the 
narrow field of material well-being 
only they relate to life as a whole.” 

Two chapters on the nature of 
democracy elaborate the argument and 
a third conciders the agents by which 
beliefs and habits are transmitted from 
one generation to another ; for on the 
strength of these agents will depend 
largely the strength of the social 
system. 

Democracy is not I ‘  . . .primarily a 
system of government, but a system of 
ideals and of ethical principles. These 
principles constitute rules of conduct 
for a definite purpose. That purpose 
is to give the individual scope to 
develop a harmonious personality as 
full and complete as his natural en- 
dowments permit. Full scope can 
only be given in a society which. is 
itself harmonious, and today the 
society on which we are all, or almost 
all, directly or indirectly dependent is 
not our village, township or country 
but the world. 

“The harmony of the society in 
which we live is in its turn dependent 
on the respect which the average 
citizen pay& to the principles that con- 

45 Wlim Hcdp &I Co., Ladon. 1216 
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stitute our democratic ethics. A dem- through it in its extreme form, has 
ocratic society cannot be created sud- presented a picture of an almost com- 
denly by the drafting of a parlia- plete breakdown of the social efficacy 
mentaryconstitution, but must evolve of approved.principles ; it has under- 
slowly and haltingly as habits of con- mined belief in those principles be- 
duct are gradually acquired and be- cause in time of stress it seemed that 
lief in certain fundamental principles of they ‘did not work’. 
conduct gradually spread and deepen. “Fear of economic depressions and 

“In the last half century these consequent unemployment has ren- 
habits and beliefs have been threatened dered the individual in many countries 
and in varying degrees’in one area or willing to sacrifice his own liberty and 
another undermined, by a series of all the values for which he stood as a 
events-war and military occupation, free man in a vain and forlorn quest 
inflation and economic depression- for absolute economic security. Fear 
and continue to be threatened by the of a renewal of war, intensified by 
fear that these events have engendered, mental pictures of atomic bombing, has 
and the risk of their recurrence. led to the belief that personal effort is 

fatalism and cynicism before which all 
. ’ Democracy Wedened values lose significance. . . . 
“Simultaneously the agents by 

which these habits and beliefs have 
in the past been transmitted from one 
generation to another-the family, the- 
neighbourhood, the church, the school 
-have, with as a rule the exception of 
the school, all lost vigour, partly 
owing to these same events, and partly 
owing to the growth of urbanized 
industrialism. Lost Individualism 

“The events of the last fifty years 
and the fears to which they have given “One man saves, another b o r r o ~  
rise have weakened our democratic those savings and invests them maybe 
habits and beliefs in different ways. by the purchase of machine tools with 
War and ,occupation have caused an which to make plant to be employed 
ethical befuddlement and to some in the manufacture of goods for ex- 
extent an ethical cynicism, because port. Only when the proceeds of the 
they have imposed on the citizen the exported good8 are spent ‘on the 

, obligation to adopt principles of acquisition of imports will the first 
conduct towards the enemy in direct act of saving result in the placing of 
contradiction to those which he was goods on the domestic market avail- 
accustomed to consider right. able to the consumer, and the 

I ‘  They have restricted the area over consumer may be unknown to every 
which the previously approved prin- person in the long chain of financing, 
ciple applied. They have, tempor- production and trade. 
arily, but with an effect hard to efface, “Over this whole process the in- 
made us all forget that there can be no dividual worker can exercise only a 
self to be realized, no personality to negligible or negative influence;,”,Act- 
develop, no ultimate ethical entity ivity may wax or,wane and he may gain 
save that of the individual. , or suffer therefrom for-no cause he can 

“Inflation, to those who have kved determine. One day he may he a 

“One factor of major importance 
mentioned in an earlier chapter, 
which no doubt accounts in certain 
countries to a large extent both for the 
depth of the fear felt and for the decay 
of belief, is the complexity and the 
indirectness of the whole modem 
industrial system. 
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wanted and active member of society, 
the next an unemployed and unwanted 
dependent. Moreover, not only is 
the economic system indirect and com- 
plex, but even the machinery he oper- 
ates may afford little or no scope to the 
worker for the exercise of his creative 
faculties. 

“The indirectness of the system 
deprives him of any full awareness of 
relationship between his actions- 
his general behaviour-and the life he 
leads and thus of his ethical obligations, 
The lack of scope for creative faculties 
deprives him of the means of devel- 
oping his personality. Together they 
undermine his self-confidence and 
self reliance, and lead him to claim 
blindly rights from the state or to 
submit blindly to the state or to a 
party or a fuhrer or, abandoning not 
only personal endeavour hut reasoning 
expectation, to surrender himself to 
an insensate cynicism.. . . 

“Much work has been done in 
recent years in the field of industrial 
psychology on problems of fatigue, of 
vocational training, of management and 
morale, and in the wider field of social 
psychology many general treatises 
have been wntten, many specialized 
studies have been made ;hut  regarding 
the broad issues of the impact on 
human development and personality 
of urban industrialism as a whole we 
are still groping in the dark. It is on 
these issues that in the long run the 
future of democracy may well depend, 
for in the absence, of a satisfactory 
adjustment we cannot hope to awaken 
man’s belief in himself.” 

The two chapters “Economic Sec- 
urity” and “Full Employment and 
Inflation” deal with the more speci- 
fically economic problems involved, 
both national and international. 
MR. LOVEDAY begins with the,pro- 

position that to “prevent unemploy- 
ment at a price is always possible. 
If a government is in a position to 
nstruct every man (and woman) 

h i d m i :  H.R.H. Th. Duke 01 G)ounrt.r 
P+ ~ n d  vu: Ilk 10 SI. Char lu  Lldbun. 

Hon. Trcuumr ( M p L  K.4) 

BRITISH EMPIRE CANCER CAMPAIGN 
I I Growenor Crescent. London. S.W.1 

Telephone : SLOaoe 5158 
,r writc far literature on the work of the Campaign 

When sending ronvibviion p i e m  mention t h l r v p r  SI 
01 every p ~ m v  ,my b. rmed 10 benclit further nrarrch. 

what work he shall do, how many 
hours he shall work each week, where 
he shall live, what remuneration he 
shall receive, how much of that re- 
muneration he may spend or save, 
what goods he may purchase with his 
expendable share, and if it can cast 
those who do not obey its instructions 
into a concentration camp, it will be 
able to ensure full employment out- 
side the concentration camp or inside. 
But to ensure full employment in this 
fashion implies the wholesale surrender 
of human liberties.” 

H e  analyses the economic, fiscal 
and monetary measures that afford 
the best hope of success in achieving 
full employment .without causing in- 
flation, but adds a word of caution. 
“Economic life, like all life, is chang- 
ing,. hazardous and unpredictable. 
To expect to attain absolute economic 
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that either the necessary degree of 
co-operation or the necessary courage 
will be forthcoming. Still less can 
there be a guarantee that any govern- 
ment whether willing to co-operate or 
seeking self-salvation, will find at home 
a readiness on the part of the commun- 
ity to exercise that restraint which is 

security is as foolish as to expect to 
attain absolute security against accid- 
ents or attacks of ill-health. Society 
is for the first time making a serious 
endeavour to overcome one of the most 
serious ills by which it is beset. To 
assume that it will meet with 
immediate success is to ignore the 
teaching of all history. necessary to prevent apparently stable 

“If fear engendered by a bitter ex- employment from degenerating into 
perience forces any community to persistent inflation. 
demand that there must always’ be . “In fact the individual cannot throw 
more jobs available than persons to all responsibility on to the shoulders of 
them, then all our democratic values the state unless he submits to a form of 
are in jeopardy. If the resolve to cure economic slavery and abandons all 
it of depressions and unemployment is pretence of democracy, and no state 
employed to educate public opinions acting alone, even granted distatorial 
and stimulate governments then, with powcrs at home, can hope to assume 
errors committed and corrected, with that responsibility successfully unless 
unexpected disappointments and . it can obtain the willing co-operation 
achievements, with all the temporary of other states or impose its  will 
setbacks that any great endeavour must ruthlessly on them. 
suffer, a final success may be’achieved. In so far as the problem is national 
But it will be achieved through courage it necessitates a national effort, vol- 
and resolution and not in fear, grad- untary and courageous, made by the 
ually and not immediately.. . . individual as well as the State ; in 

“Theassumption that agovernment, so far as it is international it demands 
save perhaps the government of a an international effort, voluntary and 
country so vast as to be economically courageous, made by at least the major 

efforts maintain economic stability is Democracy will achieve that degree 
a false onc. The  risk of unemploy- of security which it earns and not I 

m’ent, and of the other economic ills more. In seeking more it may well 
into wliich it may be temporarily sacrifice itself. Because it is both a 

‘converted, can only be met by inter- national and an international problem 
national co-operation ; and that CO- it demands an adaptation of both 
operation, to be successful, demands national and international behaviour 
not timidity, contraction and control, for its solution. Fortunately for us 
hut courage, expansion and enterprise. the same roads ‘lead towards both 

“There can be no absolute guarantee economic and political security.” 

, 

self sufficient, can by its own unaided democratic countries. I 

, 
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ECONOMIC BULLETIN FOR EUROPE 
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In addition to the usual reviews of the man plan negotiations. It shows that the 
quarter and the statistical appendix, this mrmctian of anificial price differentids 
issue contains W O  special miCkS- would not necessnrily in iself  1 
‘* Changes in the Structure of Wages in and ..The and the economies which a unified market 
steel Industries ,,f westem E~~~~ could provide, but that the essential 
The  latter is particularly timelynnd dewnm problems arise from produdon and 
wide-spread attention in view of the  Shu- trade policies. 
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READY SHOR JLY 

An entirely new 

publishing venture, . . 

ITHEIITO no guide to  the thousands of direclorics. reference books. annuals. mail- H ing lists, etc., published in this country has bccn made availablc. Consequently. 
prospective usem have had to wastevaluable time and money on innumerable enquiries. 
telephone calls and carrespondenc6 trying-sometimes fruitlcsly-to find the directories 
and mailing lists they require. and the publishers of them. 

That i s  the reason for, and the purpose of. this urgently-neoded guide: the . . .  
Directory of .Directories 
Annuals & Reference Books 

An Invaluable Pointer to  New Sources of Sales 

which will enable you for the first time to find inslantly any directory. reference, book 
or mailing list you need. and full details about it.‘, 

This unique new \York will consist of :- advertisement manager’s name, and 80 an. 
1 A Fo+spfelc. atifharilafiui lisl oJ Direcf- ~ ~ ~ ~ k , ~ ,  zG: , , “ , “ ; ‘ ,~~&,“~~~~~~l~!  

manager has opened new channels of sales 

Industry. trade, firqferrion 01 clas;. In its clnssified sections the Dircclory will 
A - Z  lisl of Holidqy and Town Guides; show you at a glance those publications 

publirherr. products or service. In this way alone it 
will repay you its moderate cost m a y  

OIILI. l?e/e/crence Books, Year Books. 
elc,,pu61irhed in G,col Brilnin; able mailill6 lists: many a shrewd sales 

2 4 lid a/ these P:lblicalions. c l a 4 c d  by by examilling directories of various kinds. 

4 A-z /isto/Diary, AIWWOC and co i t~dar  which contain prospective b w e n  of your 
3 

No matter what kind of directory. refer- oycT_ , 
ence book. annud. guide or diary. you 
need. the Uirecfory o/Dimforia.r, Annuals Reserve Your copy NOW 
and R8Jejprcncs Books will tell you where you Advance orders already indicate that the 
c m  get i t ;  its prim ; the scope and r-.atUre demand for the Directory will exceed the 
of its contents-and. where applicable, sevcrely limited supply. Toensuresecuring 
advertisement rates and sizes ; half-tone your copy an publication. rcturn the 
Screens; closing and publication dates: coupon without delay. 

Fill In and Post this Coupon To-day --------- I , .  I 
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